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ABSTRACT
The effect of sloping boundaries on thermal convection is
studied theoretically and experimentally in the context of a model
in which fluid is contained in a differentially heated rectangular
box of small aspect ratio (depth/length), inclined at an angle 8
to the vertical. Like its two limiting cases, Benard convection and
convection in the vertical slot, there is a steady laminar two-
dimensional mean flow at low Rayleigh numbers which becomes unstable
as this parameter is increased. The types of instability observed
depend crucially on 8 . In our experiments with water there are
some secondary motions which apparently arise from a new mechanism
which is present in neither of the limiting cases.
The measurements of transition points, critical wavelengths,
and frequencies indicate that for 90 -> S - 10 (bottom
plate hotter) longitudinal convective modes of instability with axes
oriented parallel to the mean upslope-downslope circulation, are domi-
nant. Near the vertical, IO'> S>-IO, travelling transverse
modes are the most unstable. Longitudinal modes are again found for
- 10 -, -> - q oa (bottom plate hotter). The theoretical
analysis of the stability problem suggests that these last instabili-
ties are generated by a buoyancy excess. This is maintained by ad-
vection of the mean upstream temperature gradient by the upstream
velocity. This upstream velocity can be generated either by upstream
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buoyancy or by advection out of the mean shear. This appears to be
a case where mean vertical (perpendicular to the slope) shear can
stimulate convective instability.
For 90> > - 100 a second instability which takes
the form of waves or meanders on the longitudinal vorties is ob-
served. This meandering plays an important roll in determining the
unsteadiness and turbulence structure which occur at higher Rayleigh
numbers. For non-horizontal tilt angles the turbulence exhibits a
high degree of anisotropy in which plumes are elongated in the up-
slope direction.
The mechanisms inherent in upslope convection are related
in some ways to other fluid problems. Thermohaline convection in a
shear flow and higher order instability in cylindrical Couette flow
are briefly discussed.
Thesis supervisor: Erik Mollo-Christensen
Title : Professor of Meteorology
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Introduction
Convective fluid motion between differentially heated,hori-
zontal, parallel plates has long served as the classic model problem
for atmospheric and ocean scientists interested in buoyancy effects.
The reasons for the dominance of this particular problem in the
literature are obvious; it is geometrically the simplest case, with
well-defined boundary conditions, which yet contains the essential
elements of buoyancy, advection, and diffusion. The study of this
thermal convection problem has a very long history indeed. The linear
instability problem for the onset of motion was considered by Rayleigh
in 1916. Since that time research has centered on variations of the
original stability problem, preferred modes, non-linear mechanics,
and various computations and experiments on turbulent structure and
heat transfer (see Howard 1966). Although this problem is certainly
not completely understood, especially in the supercritical or turbu-
lent regimes, its study has contributed greatly to our understanding
of thermally influenced motions in geophysical fluids.
There are, however, many ways (aside from obvious scaling
problems) in which typical thermally driven geophysical flows differ
from idealized parallel plate convection. One is that thermal con-
vection in the atmosphere or the ocean is often accompanied by a pre-
vailing vertically sheared wind. On the small scale, the model problem
of linearized instabilities in a Couette flow has been studied theore-
tically by Gallagher and McD. Mercer (1965), Deardorf (1965) and
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Ingersol (1966). Their results predict that the first instabilities
will be vortices oriented parallel to the mean velocity, results
which agree with the early experiments of Avsec (1938) and in some
cases with the observation of cloud rows in the atmosphere.
There are further differences. Indeed the initial moti-
vation for the present study came from the realization that in many
cases of interest the boundaries of local convective systems are not
horizontal. The most obvious example is the mountain-valley wind
system, which has generally been studied as a mesoscale circulation
problem. Another typical problem is that of cumulus cloud formation
over a heated mountain. A quick look at a potential temperature
cross section of the atmosphere will reveal that the isotherms are
rarely horizontal.
Most of the flows driven from a sloping, heated boundary
are crucially dependent on the dynamics at the boundary, so it seemed
logical to study as simple a model problem as possible, provided it
contained all the essential elements introduced by the sloping wall.
The model problem considered here is what one might call the "sloping
Benard problem", in which fluid is contained between parallel, con-
ducting, differentially heated plates inclined at an angle to the
vertical. The essential elements of slantwise convection are in-
cluded: a mean shear flow generated by the component of buoyancy
force parallel to the boundaries, instabilities of the mean flow
(which in some ways are related to the convective instabilities with
wind shear), and a turbulent state which involves the slope in a
fundamental way. In a certain sense the flow over a single plate
is more representative of atmospheric conditions where there is no
adjacent "lid", but the two plate problem has the advantage of having
a symmetric base flow and more straightforward boundary conditions.
In addition at high Rayleigh numbers the flow on the two plates tends
to two separate boundary layers, each similar to that over a single
plate. There has been little published on convection with inclined
boundaries. Most of what has been written concerns the flow over
the single inclined plate. Tritton (1963a, 1963b) studied the flow
in air at large Rayleigh numbers experimentally with a resistance
wire thermometer and a fibre-reed anemometer. The inclination angle
was only 9° from horizontal and the effect of the open ends and re-
circulation in the room complicated the experiment. Since only point-
wise measurements were made, the important spatial modification of the
eddies by the mean shear and the slanted boundary went undetected for
the most part. For example, Sparrow and Hussar (1969) demonstrated
in a qualitative experiment that there is a preferred orientation for
instabilities depending on the angle of inclination. The extent to
which this degree of anisotropy extends to higher Rayleigh numbers
has not been discussed.
The only study of the slanted two plate problem is a stabi-
lity analysis of the simplest mean flow solution by Gershuni (1955).
It is commendable that an analysis was attempted at this early date
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using profiles of velocity which are cubic. Unfortunately the ex-
pansion method used for the solution is rather approximate, and the
author did not seem to recognize the 3-dimensionality of the in-
stabilities.
Although there is no other literature known to this author
on the problem as proposed here, it does have two limiting cases
which have been extensively studied. The horizontal, parallel-plate
convection case includes recent experimental studies of critical
motions and turbulence by Rossby (1966) and Koshmeider (1966). The
other limiting case is that of the differentially heated vertical
slot. Early consideration of the basic circulation in this con-
figuration was given in the theoretical treatise of Batchelor (1954).
The same problem has been treated more recently in terms of a boundary
layer analysis by Gill (1966). Experiments on the flows in the slot
have been reported by Eckert and Carlson (1961) and Elder (1965a, b),
among others. Flow instabilities in this system exist as both stationary
and travelling disturbances. The stationary ones have been discussed
by Gershuni (1953), Rudakov (1967) and Vest (1967), and the travelling
ones by Gill and Davey (1969). The preferred mode depends very much
on the Prandtl number. We mention these instabilities because it is
important to determine to what extent the instabilities in the slant
convective case resemble those occuring in either the horizontal or
vertical limits. The vertical case is also interesting because for
small aspect ratios its primary circulation carries over in similar
5.
form to non-zero tilt angles.
The research on slantwise convection was originally planned
to be primarily experimental. It turned out, however, that many of
the interesting phenomenae observed in the laboratory could be ade-
quately described in terms of linear theory. Thus, there is quite a
large section devoted to a theoretical study of infinitesimal pertur-
bations. Most of this theoretical work was stimulated by the experi-
ment so we present the results of the latter first. We begin in
Chapter I with a specific definition of the problem along with the
results of a preliminary visual study.
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CHAPTER I
Statement of the Problem and Some Results from a Pre-
liminary Visual Study
1.1 Geometry and governing equations.
The experiments and theoretical studies are carried out
within the context of the following model. Fluid is contained in a
shallow rectangular box inclined at an angle S from the vertical.
For mathematical description we choose a local coordinate system rotated
through the angle 9 , as shown in figure l.la. The origin of the co-
ordinates is located at the center of the box. "z" will often be referred
to as the cross-stream component for reasons which will become evident
later. Similarly "x" will be called the upstream component or direction.
Figure l.lb shows the locations of the boundaries. The box has sides
L and H, and depth D. In all of this study it is assumed that D is
much smaller than either H or L. The bounding plane surfaces at
Z A +  /Z (stars denote dimensional quantities) are assumed to
be perfect conductors. The motion is driven by maintaining a temper-
ature difference of magnitude A- across them. All the other boun-
daries are assumed to be insultors. There are two distinct cases,
one where the lower plate is at the higher temperature, as in
figure l.lb, and the other, where the upper plate is hotter. In
reality these two cases were treated experimentally by varying
the tilt table between 0' and 90° and by reversing the applied
temperature difference across the box. This is equivalent to main-
-9
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Figure 1.la Coordinates for the problem.
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Figure 1.1b Geometry of the tilt convection tank.
training the plate at z* = -.50 at the higher temperature and vary-
ing S from 900 through 0O to -90'. In this manner hoth cases
are included. Since this latter notation is more convenient theo-
retically and in the presentation of the data, we adopt it noting:
0
1) if 90 * S > (o the "lower" plate is hotter. We
call this system convectively unstable in that if
there were no motion (conduction only), displacements
in the direction of gravity would be accelerated.
2) if -?0°~'S< 0 0' the "upper" plate is hotter. The system
is convectively stable in the above sense.
Although we use negative angles to denote the second case,
we stress again that the experiments and presentation of numerical
results do not involve S < 0 , and statements like "overhead
view" should be interpreted accordingly.
Since we are dealing with a laboratory scale experiment
in which the forcing, proportional to A T , is reasonably small,
the dynamics should be adequately described by the Navier-Stokes
equations with the Bousinesq approximation:
%_ *1 V* K GS(T T 'N T_ A,
"- ,. - O kx' ) ~ S;"%(?t~-I)7 (1.1.1)
at _- VV I-2V V (1 1 2
T O +44
t
- V o = 0 (1.1.3)
Here V* is the velocity vector U. X+ VYf W , g is the
magnitude of local gravitational acceleration, Eo is the
mean density, P* is the pressure, and T* is the temperature. The
fluid is described by the coefficient of thermal expansion ,
the viscous diffusivity ) , and the thermal diffusivity .
It can be seen that a set of dimensionaless parameters can
be formed from the constants defining the problem. The flow is then
describable as functions of these parameters. They are the Rayleigh
number - 3
(1.1.4)
R- V
the Prandtl number,
(1.1.5)
and the numbers pertaining to the geometry; the tilt angle 5 ,
and the aspect ratios D/H and D/L. In our study we assume D/L N
Then the flow is not influenced by the sidewalls at y* = ± L/2
and only the aspect ratio h = D/H is important. Also,
almost all experiments the working fluid was water (Pr = 6.7).
The equations of motion are now written in dimensionless
The following non-dimensionalization is made:
-4 = -j t X X P
0.
in
form.
T - 'TT -+T .W 47V =x
o Dp,
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Equations (1.1.1) - (1.1.3) become, in component form:
S--, (1.1.7)
Gr (vt-+ U WX +i V 1 W, Rz (1.1.8
R,. (T+ X T + -vT' 2  T, (1.1.9)
= - R
U.X 4 Lf +Vz O "  (1.1.10)
S -P is the Grashof number.
In general boundary conditions must be applied at all six
sides. Here we shall be mostly interested in the boundaries at
z I/Z where we must have;
u= V=w = > , (1.1.11)
-T - '/2 at z= '/2 , (1.1.12)
T + '/2 at = - '/ . (.1.13)
The only difference between these equations and the normal
equations for a thermally stratified liquid is the presence of the
buoyancy term in the Q momentum equation, yet, as we shall see,
this term has a profound effect on the dynamics.
11.
1.2 Description of the experiment
We have attempted to construct an experimental apparatus
with appropriate velocity and temperature measuring devices which
is in direct correspondence to the idealized model. The system is
diagramed in figure 1.2. The tilt convective tank consists of two
water jackets each backing a precision ground, icm thick, anodized
aluminum plate. The two water jackets are clamped together, separa-
ted by a milled plexiglass spacer, such that the region in between
contains the working fluid. The dimensions of the working volume
are H = 38.0cm, L = 17.8cm, and with two different spacers D = 1.521cm,
or 1.036cm. Measurements with micrometers indicate that D is uni-
form to .005cm. Thus two aspect ratios are available, h = .040 and
h = .027.
Circulation in the water jackets was maintained by 2 centri-
fugal pumps while sufficient stirring over the plates was achieved by
flaring the intake and outlet nozzels to induce turbulence in the
jackets. The pumps circulate water from two 5 gallon temperature
baths regulated by thermistor sensor, solid state temperature con-
trollers. Counter-cooling of the baths was through coils circulating
tap water. Temperatures were measured by matched chromel-constantin
thermocouples imbedded in the plates or immersed in the working fluid.
The signals were amplified by a chopper amplifier and displayed on a
servo-potentiometer. The system was calibrated against a precision
mercury-in-glass thermometer, good to .010 C. Velocities were measured
12.
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Figure 1.2 Block diagram of the experimental setup.
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by stimulating a pH. transition in a titrated aqueous solution of
thymol blue indicator. Dye can be made to form along a wire in the
fluid by imposing a small D.C. voltage between the wire and another
located nearby. This method has been described in detail by Baker
(1966). By triggering dye lines in the working fluids, and by
taking photographs at known time intervals, one can measure small
fluid velocities quite accurately.
The tank, mounted on the tilting table, is shown in figure
1.3. A motor driven micrometer traverse which provides vertical
positioning of 3 miniature probes is atop the tank. This traverse
is shown in a closer view in figure 1.4a. The probes themselves
are .002" diameter thermocouples held in 1/32" diameter ceramic
tubes. The bead, encased in a thin layer of epoxy cement is located
on a spike about 1/2" from the end of the tube. Figure 1.4b shows
the control panel. One controller, equipped with a clock drive on
its 10C vernier, is at the bottom of the rack. The relay and timing-
cam unit which is used to trigger the dye lines and the camera, is
located above. The top unit is a D.C. voltmeter with a 10 inch
scale, calibrated to read temperature directly. The other control-
ler, pumps,and baths are located behind the rack. We proceed to
list the various parts in more detail, and follow with a statement
of the performance characteristics and measurement capability.
1. Thermocouples: Omega engineering, precision, matched,
.002" diameter, chromel-constantin-thermocouples. Matched connectors
14.
and low impedance switching used throughout.
2. Thermocouple amplifier: Astrodata Model 120 Nanovolt
amplifier. Gain 2 x 103 to 2 x 106, linearity .1%, drift negli-
gible, noise 100 nanovolts R.T.I.
3. Temperature display: Mosely servo-driven potentiometer
with a binary A-D encoder. The coded temperature is put on a bank
of lights which can be photographed split-image along with events
in the tank.
4. Temperature controllers: Yellowstone Instruments 302.
Their performance depends greatly on the construction and stirring
in the baths. Here temperature differences to 50C could be held
within .0030 C. Above 50 regulation was a little poorer, but always
better than .5%. The plate temperature were uniform within .010 C
or about.01 AT, whichever was less.
5. Camera: Nikon F 35mm electrically driven.
Below is a short list of measurement errors:
1. D is measurable to .015mm uniform to .05mm,
2. Temperatures. accurate to approximately .0050 C or
.5%, whichever is less,
3. P to 2% above about 8000, up to 6% at 2000,
4. g to .250.
For future reference we list here the locations of the
primary temperature probes. Six thermocouples are located in each
plate. The test section thermocouple beads are located within the
15.
Figure 1.3 Assembled tilt convection tank with the vertical traverse
and the coded temperature display lamps.
16.
Figure 1.4a Closeup of three probe traverse.
Figure 1 .b The control panel with the motor driven temperature
controller, timing circuits, and temperature readout.
IL-
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fluid along the center plane y = o. The nomenclature is shown in
figure 1.5a.
Table I - Probe Locations
Probe Thermocouple positions
X Y fz
A -7.45 ± .02cm 0.0 ± .02cm variable
B 0.0 , 0.0 ± .02cm variable
C 7.45 o 0.0 ± .02cm variable
D 0.0 ± .05cm 0.0 ± .02cm 1.19cm from
top wall
E 3.3 ± .05cm 0.0 - .02cm 1.21t02
F 7.48 t .05cm 0.0 ±.02cm 1.19
D, E and F are for the wide gap only and were used only in certain
experiments. They were absent unless specifically mentioned.
Before each run the thermocouple system was calibrated, the
tank leveled, and the gap adjusted. The working fluid was always
outgassed before filling.
18.
Figure 1.5a Locations of thermocouple probes. All probes are
on the center plane y-0 .
T.-T
Figure 1.5b The steady unicell. Approximate profiles of
velocity and temperature are shown for x=0.
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1.3 Results from a preliminary visual study using a particle
suspension.
In order to get a general idea of the motions possible in
this tilted geometry, we ran a series of experiments in which the
top water jacket was replaced with one which had a glass plate in
place of the usual aluminum boundary surface. This enabled us to
obtain a plan view of the circulations in the box by looking straight
down through the upper bath. We took pictures, from this overhead
view, of an aqueous suspension of ground fish scales illuminated
from the side by a collimated slit lamp. The flakes are disk-like
and from this view tend to delineate shear lines. The experiments
were run by establishing a given tilt angle and then increasing the
temperature difference. Photographs were taken as various states
of motion evolved in planview.
The first experiments were done with S = 90* (horizontal
parallel plate convection) and with the bottom plate heated. In all
these experiments where the Rayleigh number is slowly increased there
is at first a primary state of motion followed by a series of secondary
motions, then unsteadiness, and ultimately turbulence. The primary
state for 8 = 90' is known to be one of no motion with a temperature
distribution linear in z. Figure 1.6a shows the plan-form just above
the well-known critical Rayleigh number, 1708. The secondary motion
is in the form of rolls oriented parallel to the nearest side. The
lateral boundaries apparently have an effect on the mode selection,
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as has been observed in a wider selection of geometries by Kosh-
meider (1966). Davis (1967) has discussed the stability problem
including the lateral walls and the results agree qualitatively
with the observations. As the Rayleigh number increases the rolls
adjust so that the vortices are more continuous. The resulting
pattern, figure 1.6b, looks somewhat like a track field. Unsteadi-
ness sets in around Ra = 50,000, although there is a slow drifting
of the patterns below this value. At high Rc the wavelength is
larger and secondary "striations" appear on the rolls (figure 1.6c).
Since the striations are oriented across the rolls, parallel to the
roll circulation velocity, they may be higher order convective modes,
which tend to align in the direction of the mean velocity. The flow
patterns at higher RO depend on how the experiments are done, for
instance, how R(t ) is varied. A rather rapid (.20 C/min) increase
of P with time leads to the hexagonal patterns of figure 1.6d.
Subcritical hexagonal patterns have been observed and predicted by
Krishnamurti (1969), but apparently hexagonal patterns can be ob-
tained at large supercritical RM by suitably varying the wall
temperature.
At non-horizontal tilt angles the mode structure is rather
different. There are no longer any transverse rolls, oriented parallel
to the y-axis. As the Rayleigh number is increased the first instabi-
A
lities are completely longitudinal, oriented in the X direction.
These modes are superimposed on a primary flow which is no longer
21.
a state of zero motion. Because of the buoyancy component up the
slope, a velocity field is induced. It takes the form of a single
cell circulation, as in figure 1.5b, with fluid flowing up the hot
and down the cold plate. The selection of the unstable modes will
now be influenced by this mean flow and by the sloping walls. Figure
1.7a shows these modes for 8 = 30* (The top boundary of the photo-
graph is the most elevated end of the box). As the Rayleigh number
is increased (figures 1.7b - 1.7.d) one notices the appearance of
meanders on the longitudinal vortices. These grow to large ampli-
tudes as in 1.7c, break, and eventually a state of violent unsteady
mixing is reached (figure l.7d). At this tilt angle, unsteadiness
occurs at a Rayleigh number much lower than that required for violent
unsteadiness in the horizontal convective case. The turbulence does
A
not appear to be isotropic, the plumes being elongated in the X
direction.
At S = 20* the situation is somewhat similar. Longitu-
dinal rolls are still the preferred mode of instability (figure l.8a).
At higher Rayleigh numbers there are intermittent periods of meanderings,
but instead of leading to turbulence, steady states with higher wave-
numbers ensue. This transition process is evident in figures 1.8b and
1.8c. Surprisingly, at this tilt angle the fluid cannot be driven to
convective turbulence. As in figure 1.8d the rolls just disappear and
the steady, 2-dimensional, unicellular mean motion is all that remains
at high R d
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Near S = 0 the first instabilities are transverse travelling
waves which are not easily visualized by this method. They are dis-
cussed in complete detail in Chapter III.
When the upper plate is hotter the flow at Ra < 1
is again a 2-dimensional unicell with fluid flowing up the hot plate.
At sufficiently large R. , longitudinal instabilities are again
observed. Figure 1.9 contains photographs of 3 cases, at different
tilt angles. The wavelength is dependent on 8 . This motion was
at first rather surprising since this was the "convectively stable
case". One can obtain these modes at S = - 800, only 100 away from
the absolutely stable limit $ = - 900.
From the information obtained from the visual study we
have constructed a rough sketch of the types of motions in the tilt
convection tank. Figure 1.10 contains this sketch.
The center line is S = 0. To the left is the convecti-
vely unstable case. The left hand boundary represents the familiar
Benard problem. The rough location of the transition points are in-
cluded in the solid and dashed lines. The convective roll instabi-
lities do not asymptote to the vertical axis S = 0, as one might
expect if these modes are considered as simply due to the reduced
cross stream acceleration SinS . There is also the question
as to why there are no transverse stationary convective modes except
at = 900. What is the damping mechanism supplied by the tilting
walls? The longitudinal modes for < 0 are a most curious pheno-
23.
menon? Why should convective type rolls appear when the upper plate
is hotter?
The remainder of this thesis is an attempt to describe the
eventsmore quantitatively, and to answer the questions, like those
above, that arise from the visual study. Some of this, it turns out,
can be done theoretically. It is best to discuss the motions roughly
in order of their complexity. Chapter II presents detailed measure-
ments of the primary flow. An approximate analytic solution is fit-
ted to the data. Chapter III demonstrates the techniques used to
obtain more accurate estimates of the transition points. The critical
curves are very similar to the solid curve of figure 1.10. Linear
instability theory is discussed and compared with the data in Chapter
IV. The results help to understand the dynamical balances of the ob-
served motions. The non-linear development of the instabilities are
discussed in Chapter V and the results provide an idealized model by
which the mechanism for the meanders can be studied. The time and
spatial structure of the turbulence are briefly discussed in Chapter
VII . The last chapter contains a summary along with some applications
of the ideas presented later to thermohaline convection and to cylindri-
cal Couette flow.
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Figure 1.6 Visual study: 8 :90, h=-.027, Pr:6.7
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Figure 1.9 Visual study: h .o, Pr=6.7
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Figure 1.10 Sketch of motions in the tilted convection experiment.
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CHAPTER II
The Primary Circulation
2.1 Measurements of velocity and temperature distributions.
We have seen in Chapter I that instabilities of quite
varied types occur in the slant convective experiment. In order to
develop any understanding of the physical mechanisms involved, we
must first have a good idea what the mean unicellular circulation
is like. The visual observations suggest that this unicell is steady
and 2-dimensional ( '1 =o ) except in thin layers near y= - *
It must resemble the primary circulation observed by Elder (1965a)
in the vertical slot, at least for & - o . His experiments showed
that for small enough Ra* h the flow was essentially parallel
( LA= U o ( z) , -T= T (z) ), except near the turning regions at
X= ' ± H / 2O . As R - became larger To
became dependent on x and U 0  displayed tendency to a more com-
plicated boundary layer structure in z. The most interesting thing
about Elder's results was that in the large Ra kh regimenear
z = 0 the temperature increased linearly with height. Elder's measure-
ments suggest that we should pay specific attention to the develop-
ment of the temperature field with x, and to the velocity and tem-
perature profiles near the center of the channel.
On the basis of scale considerations it will be shown in
section 2.2 that the cross-stream buoyancy (thermal term in the w
momentum equation) should be relatively unimportant in driving the
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primary circulation. Since only the upstream buoyancy is retained,
the dynamics of the 2-dimensional unicell are identical to those
in the vertical slot except for a reduced gravity c-cosS . The
degree to which the neglect of the cross-stream buoyancy is valid
will become evident when we compare profile measurements at $S 0
with those for the vertical channel. All the primary circulation
data except that in figure 2.2 are for P, = 6.7.
Temperature profiles were obtained for various RQ,
and h, at stations A, B and C (Table 1.1). Each probe in turn was
driven across the gap while the temperature output and a voltage
signal directly proportional to position were fed into an X-Y plotter.
Over 30 profiles were taken, mostly for use in comparison to the
mathematical model of section 2.2. The majority were made with the
top plate heated. Typical results are shown in figure 2.1. The
profile for the lowest R., case (c), is linear in z, at least at
the center probe, B, located at x = 0. There is only slight x
dependence evident here, profiles A and C being very similar. As
RCC co5 S becomes larger, the profiles become non-linear,
with the larger gradients concentrated near the walls. In fact case
(a) shows an example where there is a reverse gradient of temperature
in the central region. The x dependence becomes more pronounced,
concurrent with the non-linear development of the profiles.
As Elder did for the vertical slot, we have found that
the mean temperature field near z = 0 varies linearly in the stream-
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Figure 2.1 Three probe temperature
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Upstream temperature distributions along z=0.
Ra=5.13x10 4 , Pr=25.
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Figure 2.3 Upstream gradient of temperature at z=0 as a function
of the reduced Rayleigh number.
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wise direction, for a large range of non-zero tilt angles. This
is shown more clearly in figure 2.2 which contains the results of
upstream traverses with a probe set at z = 0. These traverses were
made in silicone oil, Pr = 25. The portion near x = 0 is quite
linear for all angles, differences only occur in the turning regions
near x = H /2D . We have measured T0'a- /DX by setting the
vertically transversing probes at z = 0 and estimating the vertical
gradient from the 3 point data. This was done for a large number
of Rayleigh numbers and tilt angles. Figure 2.3 displays these
results. We have defined
T D
- = -- , -- (2.1.1)
13 then represents the upstream gradient of temperature
based on the length H. For tilt angles greater than - 70* the develop-
ment of , - occurs in the same manner, rising from zero at
k CoS 10 to a value near .6 at R COS = 5 0
This change marks the transition from the regime in which temperatures
profiles are linear in z, to the one where they are quite non-linear.
That the points for all S <- 70* fall on approximately the same
curve suggests that cross-stream buoyancy is unimportant up to this
limit. For - 70, r is rather larger than for a smaller
angle at the same Rayleigh number. This is because at these almost
horizontal tilt angles blocking in the corner regions is more effi-
cient and tongues of cool (warm) fluid penetrate into the central
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region from the lower (upper) corner, forcing the turning to occur
nearer the center. The centerline profiles of figure 2.2 show this
too. While the - 600 points near the corners have temperatures less
than the 00 points, the - 750 data indicate the formation of the
blocking regions.
Velocity profiles were taken by inserting vertical dye
wires through the sealed tubes that were used to hold thermocouple
probes A, B and C. The dye wires were .002" chromel wire mounted
as cantilevers on 1/32" ceramic tubing. The thymol blue was back-
lighted with a 15 watt fluorescent lamp and photographs were taken
looking in along the y-axis. Again, many profiles were made and
figure 2.4 contains some photographs of typical dye streaks taken
at the center wire (x = 0). The profiles develop from a simple
cubic at low values of *R COS to a boundary-layer
like profile in which the shear at the center is reduced. This con-
centration of the mean velocity near the walls occurs in much the
same manner as does the similar development with the temperature
distributions. Both are accompanied by the development of the up-
stream temperature gradients. Figure 2.5 shows the velocity measure-
ments at the 3 probes for two cases. For Ra CoS > IO
there is a slight x dependence of the velocity profiles. Along the
hot plate the upstream probe has the lower velocity. The fluid
accelerates from the corner to z = 0. For case (b) where
4R Cos SD all three dye streaks are identical. The flow is parallel.
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(a)
(b)Aii
Figure 2.4 Photographs of dye streaks at station B. For (a):
Ra=3.57x10 4 , 8=800, for (b): 3.57x10
4
,-600 , and for
(c): 3.57x104 , 00. The time intervals are not the same
in each case.
u CMU §EC-
-.5 Z
Figure 2.5 3 probe velocity prof iles f or (a): = 3.804il, = oand for
(b): 3. x1O4 , -75*
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The flow can be thought of as deriving from boundary-
layers along each plate. If the gap is narrow, and the Rayleigh
number small, the layers diffuse rapidly and quickly fill the entire
gap. Buoyancy is exactly balanced by viscosity and since the layers
reach across the whole gap, transfer of heat is achieved by conduction
only. This regime lacks upstream temperature gradients and it is cal-
led the conduction regime. For larger gaps or Rayleigh numbers, the
layers do not overlap. Because of the finite length H they cannot
thicken enough before reaching the ends. They are still coupled by
the entrainment velocity w, but near x = 0 this must be zero. Since
the layers are separated, the interior cross-stream thermal variations
are small (e.g. figure 2.1a) and the heat diffused into the layers
from the walls near x = 0 cannot be transferred across the gap. It
must be transferred upstream. This requires an upstream gradient of
the basic temperature field. This quasi-boundary-layer flow is often
called the conduction-advection regime.
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2.2 An approximate model of the primary flow.
In this section we consider mathematical models of the
primary circulation. One could attack the problem in its complete
form by means of numerical techniques as Elder (1966) has done
successfully for S = 0, but such solutions would not be of much
use in the stability problem where one needs to know the profiles
as continuous functions of the parameters. We therefore seek an
approximate closed-form solution valid over the central region of
the box.
This solution is suggested by one of our observations,
made with a dye wire stretched longitudinally, namely that except
for regions within 0 (2D) of the end wall, w = 0. Generally, steady
2-dimensional motions must satisfy the equations:
r o +  oo) - pox + cos o V 7  o , (2.2.1)
G- ( L ox -v .W^oz) = - Po . i "o + 7+ o , (2.2.2)
LA0, +' ,Vo 2 = 0S+ \/o z (2.2.3)
O X(2.2.4)
With the one assumption that w0 = 0, which in fact required
by symmetry at x = 0, the equations become:
U*x -0 1 (2.2.5)
o PDo + cos o ozz ,( (2.2.6)
o - Po  Sin ( -To
Eliminating Po and using (2.2.5) we obtain,
o0 = T - +L Tn ( + o zz
Since Tox/Toz - 0 (h) , the cross-stream buoyancy will
be unimportant for the primary circulation if
h is small, so a wide range of S satisfie
cot S >- b
s this condition. Eqn.
(2.2.9) now becomes,
O = L-1o0 (2) + cos T,, (2.2.9)
The functional form imposed on
a uoz), = oz
%1o by (2.2.9) reduces (2.2.8) to
(2.2.10)
Equations (2.2.9) - (2.2.10) have simple solutions. These have essen-
tially been demonstrated by Elder (1965a). Equation (2.2.10) requires
that
-T, x,z) = -T ) + x (2.2.11)
Equation (2.2.10) now becomes linear and the velocity field satisfies,
defining U = LA o )
Lz - ( cos ) ~ = 0 (2.2.12)
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(2.2.7)
(2.2.8)
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The form of the solution depends on the single parameter
-=o(2.2.13)
is arbitrary in this theory but as we have seen in section 2.1
it can be determined experimentally as a function of the other dimen-
sionless parameters; , , ) r . We have found that
;ub- fnctOi) ( R, - cosS; P,)
a form which is evident in figure 2.3 . is 0 (h).
Since equation (2.2.12) is fourth order in z only four
boundary conditions depending on z can be applied. These are
i CO (2.2.14)
and
(2.2.15)
at Z = ± */
There are two types of solutions satisfying equation (2.2.12)
and boundary conditions (2.2.14) and (2.2.15):
1)The conductive limit with RO coS small,
(2.2.16)
" C= os _( _/.)
6 (2.2.17)
and
2) The conductive-advective limit with R coss large,
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-~ ~ ~ ~~a Ms 12 + Cos M z -..,II o zZ
,-Q A [ iL sinM/2 cos1 M2 + cos M/ 'sin M /2
LAnh Ml (2.2.18)
ta M/2 coS M b\% z*° M COs M7
U 7COS t~n M I (2.2.19)
The conductive solution is obtained from the general solution (2.2.18)
- (2.2.19) in the limit M -00.
Typical solutions are shown in figure 2.6. The solutions
develop from linear in T and cubic in UL , to the boundary layer
structure in both variables at large M. We should comment on the
applicability of these solutions. We have already made the assumptions
that the cross-stream buoyancy isunimportant, an assumption which is
supposed to be valid if I cOt I1 > 1  . In addition we assumed
Wo = o near = 0 . These assumptions lead to solution in
which 
-To - () X ,
This solution satisfies boundary conditions = -
which differ from the experimental (isothermal wall) conditions by
the factor X . This is indeed small if x is 0 (D), but it is
clear that these parallel flow solutions cannot be expected to agree
exactly with the experiment. However, the observed linear dependence
of the temperature on the upstream coordinate near z = 0 is reproduced
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in the theory.
Actually the solution with 1= X 1-)
is consistent with the upstream buoyancy torque -rox +in
in the vorticity equation. This term was eliminated so that we
could obtain a one-parameter theory. Its retention would lead to
a correction to (2.2.18) of ±ci Z . Since - .
the correction is less than 2% for I S <1' 600 and is much less
than this as nears zero. This term has essentially no effect
on the stability analysis of the following chapter.
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Figure 2.6 Theoretical velocity and temperature distributions as
functions of the parameter M.
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2.3 Comparison of observed and theoretical profiles.
The velocity dye streak photographs for the center station
B were digitized and processed on the computer. The difference
lengths between two successive dye pulses were divided by the time
interval to get the local velocity. The resultant velocity distri-
bution was made non-dimensional and for each case the parameter M
was calculated so that comparison to the solution (2.1.19) was
possible. The values of necessary for the calculations of M
were obtained from the solid line of figure 2.3. Typical comparisons
are shown in figure 2.7. The velocity data are believed to be
accurate to better than 5%. The velocity profiles fit the theory
fairly well, but it was found that almost always the observed veloci-
ties were smaller than those in the theoretical profiles, except for
small M where the agreement is excellent (case e). As seen from the
other four cases (a-d) the data do fit the predicted velocity distri-
butions much better if these are calculated with an increased value
of the parameter M.
A similar situation seems to exist for the temperature distri-
butions taken at x - 0. Figure 2.8 shows some typical cases. As
opposed to the velocity distributions, the temperature profiles are
not symmetric about z = 0. It is thought that this is due to the
presence of the entry port which guides the probe into the working
fluid through the wall at Z = -.5. It is apparent that the
variation of fluid properties with temperature does not play any
U
coss
-5
Figure 2.7
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1
Comparison of typical velocity profiles with the theory
(solid lines) calculated with M shown. Points are for
(Pa, 3,hM)= 9e  , o ,.7 F o a), 097,1 o, o .O, 1. f 4)0, I4orIe
-It * .OI 3.1 A-jqc) , 17_67 00 O q,.29,3'7 4 (a), 9,03xIO' a 0,.027, 1,05 "O'r f).
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of ebserved temperature profiles with the theory
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role here, for if the wall at z = +.5 is maintained at the higher
temperature, the non-symmetry still appears on the same wall. If
we consider the temperature data for positive zagain we find that
for experimental cases with small M the data agrees with the theory
but for large Mexp. the best fit is obtained with a theoretical
curve calculated with a slightly larger M.
In figure 2.9 we summarize the comparison between the
theory and all the velocity and temperature data. The'best M' was
chosen on the basis of a best fit to the theory of section 2.2.
For experimental cases with M > 2.0 , the data all fit theore-
tical curves with M tlexp , in fact the relation appears to be
approximately linear, M = 1,09 "M" p . In Chapter IV we
use this best fitted analytic theory in a stability analysis. The
points at - 750 require rather higher M, consistent with the increase
in the upstream temperature gradient observed at these high angles.
This general situation would not be improved much by including the
upstream buoyancy torque in the theory since the discrepancy exists
in both the temperature and velocity comparison even at S = 0. It
would be improved at large S if we had used a more complicated ex-
pression for the experimentally determined constant , which here
was taken as a function of R-. coSt , not of R, and
separately. We would have had to take considerably more data to
establish this latter form.
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There remains the question as to why the theory consistently
overestimates the velocity and temperature fields. One problem is
that the boundary conditions in the experiment are not those used in
the theory. Although the difference is small, it may be significant.
The agreement between theory and experiment is very good near X=2=o
Perhaps part of the difficulty is that although To varies linearly
with 9 along the centerline z=0, it is not linear away from this
line. Of course must go to zero at z= ± '2 (as was seen
from the temperature profiles in figure 2.1).
It has also been suggested (J. Charney, private communi-
cation) that the finite width L of the tank, which of course leads
to viscous boundary layers, may cause the observed velocity peaks at
S= o to be smaller than the theoretical values.
In summary, for given R, S , and h, at Pr = 6.7 it is
possible to calculate theoretical distributions of LAo and ,
which appear to be applicable to the data from the experiments, at
least near x=0. Insofar as the observed instabilities are governed
by the flow in this region, the analytic primary flow model should
be useful in a stability analysis. The model is partially empirical
since one needs to supply experimental values of in order to obtain
a closed theory.
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Figure 2.9 Plot of the value of M giving the best fit between theory
and experiment, against the value of M for each experimental
profile.
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CHAPTER III
Experimental determination of secondary transition points.
3.1 Techniques for the longitudinal modes.
Various techniques have been used in the past to determine
onset points for instabilities in fluid flows. For thermal convection
these include interferometer measurements and observations of kinks on
heat flux vs. Rayleigh number curves. Since we were not set up for
either of these techniques, we used a slightly different method. A
dye trace was induced along a line perpendicular to the axis of the
postulated vortex. At onset the roll instability will then produce
waves on the streak. If the dye wire is located in a region where
there is no mean velocity, very small longitudinal shearing velocities
( < .01cm/sec.) can be detected.
The actual setup of the experiments is shown in figure 3.1.
The wire is located along the axis at x=z=0. It is therefore ideal
A
for detecting the longitudinal modes, rolls oriented in the X
direction. A run is started by slowly increasing the temperature
difference &T (- .1/25min), using the clock drive on the con-
troller. Every 60 seconds a picture is taken of the wire and of a
set of lights which displays the temperature difference encoded in
a binary code. By looking through the sequence afterwards the transition
point can be identified with a particular AT . Actually, the
pictures should be taken end view, but because of the relative opacity
li irili II I 11 111 1 11111 .110 1ii fi 11 
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of the indicator solution, they had to be taken looking in from the
side at an angle. This does not reduce the effectiveness of this
method for detecting onset but it was found easier to measure critical
wavelengths by photographing a particle-suspension end view (looking
in along X ).
The quasi-static increase of the temperature difference is
a reasonable method for some parts of the stability curves, but where
SRa/ J becomes very large it is more efficient to detect on-
set by approaching the transition point with the Rayleigh number being
held constant, and by making small increments in the tilt angle. These
were generally .5°/10min.
A typical example of the instability measurements is shown
in figure 3.2 (a) - (c). The time interval from dye injection to
photograph was 14.8 seconds. If we presume that we are witnessing
the onset of an infinitesimal amplitude instability we must be pre-
pared to admit that the actual onset may be below the critical para-
meter that we measure. However, we hope that our measurements are
sufficinetly sensitive that small-amplitude motions, in the linear
range, can be detected, and that the critical parameters so obtained
are not much different from the true values. The last two frames (d)
and (e) show examples of the vortices as observed down their axes.
The cells are skewed slightly, probably due to non-linearity and
interaction with the rather complicated basic circulation. It is
obvious that even for a 200 change in tilt angle, the wavelength
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change is rather large. We shall investigate the dynamics behind
this behavior in Chapter IV.
_ ~_ ~_ __
II
I
I
TRANSVERSE DYE 'WIRES
Figure 3.1 Schenatic of the experimental setup for detecting the
onset of the longitudinal vortices.
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(a) Par 8 32 8 p=12.5
(b) Ra= 8854 S 12.5
(c) ~a 97 5 0 S=12.5
(d) R,= 11000 $= -55
Figure 3.2
(e) Rea 234 ooo £ -75
Cases (a)-(c) show the onset of the longitudinal mode at
= 12.5 . (d) and (e) are end-view streak photos of the
rolls.
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3.2 Techniques for the transverse modes.
The overhead photographs suggested that travelling trans-
verse waves (waves with phase fronts oriented parallel to the
axis) were the first instability of the primary flow for 8 near
zero. Other investigators, including Eckert and Carlson (1961) and
Elder (1965a), have observed these waves in vertical channels, so
it seemed reasonable thatthey should exist in our experiment for a
range of tilt angles away from vertical. Vest (1967) presents some
data on stationary transverse modes in the vertical slot. The selection
of travelling or stationary disturbances seems to depend on both the
aspect ratio and the Prandtl number. This question has been looked
at theoretically by Gill and Davey (1969).
The first experiments were designed to detect the onset of
stationary cellular distrubances by
a) inserting a dye line along y=z=0 and looking for waves
along the line, or
b) taking side-view streak photographs of a particle suspen-
sion.
No evidence of any stationary transverse cells was found with either
of these methods. Of course, we only looked at r, =6.7 with h=.04
or .027. For our combinations of fluid (specified by Pr ) and
geometry (h) travelling distrubances appear to be the first instabi-
lity occuring near S =0.
We have measured the onset of the travelling modes by
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detecting the onset of periodic temperature fluctuations in the
fluid. As the waves move by a probe fixed in the fluid, the temper-
ature reading will be oscillatory in nature. These instabilities
tend to be quite small in amplitude so that a very sensitive detector
must be used if we are to make any measurements in the linear range.
With the amplifier gain as large as possible we could detect fluctua-
tions above noise smaller than .0020 C, or about .1% of the tempera-
ture difference across the gap. One wants to place the probe near
the point z where the temperature fluctuation associated with the
observed eigenfunction is largest. Our detection probe was probe
A ( Kz=y= o ) at z = -.4. We look for waves moving along the
wall opposite the entry port. There is a complementary set of
waves moving in an opposite direction along the other wall.
The measurements were automated as follows. The output
from the probe measuring fluctuations in the fluid was fed to the
y-axis of an x-y recorder. The voltage representing the applied
temperature difference was fed into the x-axis. The Rayleigh number
was again increased through its critical value by slowly increasing
the temperature difference using the clock drive (.2°/10min). As
AT increases a stability track is plotted on the recorder.
Before onset the track is a thin slanted line as each axis just reflects
the changing mean conditions. After onset the y-axis oscillates rapid-
ly and a triangular wedge is formed. The onset is detected as the
apex of the wedge. A typical stability track is shown in figure 3.3a.
.... . . L ~I lIl, n i 1, , w iiidi r
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Figure 3.3b shows the fluctuation output versus time for a set of
Rayleigh numbers. In 3.3c we show a photograph of a longitudinal
dye streak at rather supercritical conditions. If one tries to
measure onset using dye streaks, critical numbers 2 or 3 times larger
than those obtained by the fluctuation method are found. Apparently
observations of dye displacements are not nearly sensitive enough to
detect the onset points.
The above method yields critical values of the Rayleigh
number. The wavelength and frequencies are also very interesting
because there is some question as to whether these modes move faster
or slower than the maximum mean velocity. The stability track method
does not give the frequency. However, after determining the critical
Rayleigh numbers, we went back and measured frequency and wavenumbers
for a number of cases.
This was done by using two probes at the same height
separated by a known distance in x. The signals were processed
(amplified, filtered) and fed into an on-line computer. This machine
computes 2S
o Co T(oe F )T( frAoe ,-OT )at, 321120
If i=j we compute the auto-correlation. For these experiments £1 x -
10 sec.
Figure 3.4 shows typical correlation functions. From the
phase shift in the cross-correlation between the two different probes
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we can measure the phase speed for the waves. We have chosen to
present the data in terms of non-dimensional frequency and wave-
number. These are easily computed using the lag times from the
correlation functions, and the non-dimensionalization presented in
Chapter I.
'.1
* 9Rac
Rac
1.2Rac
1.8Rac
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.3 Observations of the transverse travelling waves.
(a) shows a typical stability track, while (b)
shows how the oscillations develope. (c) contains
a side-view photograph of a longitudinal dye wire
at supercritical conditions.
CLi~r) O'=I0 SEC
C (D, D))
C (D,)E,T)
Figure 3.4 Typical correlograms for the transverse travelling vaves.
The, correlation function is defined in eqn. (3.2.1).
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3.3. Discussion
Rather than present the detailed results here, we defer
the discussion of figures 4.18 - 4.23 until we have discussed the
linear stability theory, which follows in the next Chapter. The
observations indicate transition points which are quite close to
the solid curve in figure 1.10 which was obtained from the over-
head photographs through the glass lid. The onset curve for the
longitudinal modes with > Obends back away from the S= 0 axis
as the Rayleigh number increases. Convective longitudinal modes
again exist for S < 0 , with the region in between, near
= 0 , bridged by transverse travelling waves. The wave-
number behavior is rather marked. Generally longitudinal modes near
= o have large wavenumbers ( - 5-6) but as the tilt moves in
either direction towards horizontal the wavenumbers decrease to lower
values ( - 2-3).
There is no simple theory which can help explain the data.
For example, if the convective modes were driven by the reduced cross-
stream component of buoyancy Cf5 sin '- acting on constant
gradients of basic temperature, the critical Rayleigh number for
> O would be given by R = 1708/sInS . As opposed to the
data, this onset curve asymptotes to S = O . It is clear that
more complicated effects are at work. It will, for example, be
necessary to consider the non-linear and two dimensional mean tem-
perature field. As we shall see, this leads to rather different
dynamical balances than one normally associates with convective flows.
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Chapter IV
Linear Stability Theory
4.1 Derivation of the equations governing infinitesimal
perturbations.
We have observed that for a large range of Rayleigh num-
bers and tilt angles the flow in the sloping box is a single 2-
dimensional unicell. The measurements in this unicell indicate that
the velocity and temperature data away from the ends can be ade-
quately represented with a one parameter theory. In this chapter
we attempt to describe the observed longitudinal and transverse
secondary motions as due to instabilities of these primary velocity
and temperature fields.
We shall determine the values of Ra, S, h and Pr for which
Tz n- Ms 2 osrz7 4Cos M z -.k
and
7- -k =. s __
4 M2 (2.2.19)
become unstable to infinitesimal-amplitude perturbations. These
solutions were derived in Chapter 2, and the constants "' " and
"Denom" are defined there. M= LO' (R, CoSd ) and the con-
stant q is empirically determined from the experimental data. It
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is represented as
= 
4 or R COSS < 10Lf
7 ( I o P tcoS - 101h <R4 cs
- . 7 ( og cook- 9) ArIOP< cosS <5.2%io
=.62 h -For Ra COSS >S.2, s /o
This is the solid line of figure 2.3. The basic flow is thus com-
pletely defined in terms of the non-dimensional parameters. The
equations for the perturbations are determined by linearizing the
governing equations (1.1.6) - (1.1.10) about the velocity and tem-
perature fields (2.2.18) and (2.2.19). We obtain:
I /
& r ( -' + U -Vx  / w i 2-] -- V C 
4 1
Gr + (Y ril x  ) -- Py -- V gY , (4.1.2)
CL 4- X ) - - U' i 1. v2 (4.1.4)
LX (4.1.5)
It is sufficient to consider solutions periodic in x and y. The
problem is also separable in time. We write all variables as
S= e I W C (4.1.6)
This substitution yields a set of ordinary differential equations
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in z, with complex, highly non-linear coefficients. There is no
Squires' theorem for these perturbations. It is the usual practice
in these stability problems to eliminate all dependent variables
but W from (4.1.1) - (4.1.4). Here, for general oblique waves such
an elimination leads to a very complicated expression which involves
many high order derivatives of the mean fields. In this case, how-
ever, one can eliminate u, , and v from (4.1.1) - (4.1.3) obtain-
ing, with de ,
1 ; ~0 5  T =0. (4.1.7)
Also,
( 2
_ k )T- 7 (k -i5 --)1 - Raw -" Z - ROL 0 (4.1.8)
The above two equations apply to arbitrary orientation,
but we still need to specify L (vWI,-T )
For k,=0 (transverse waves)
LA _L_ z .(4.1.9)kz
For k= O(longitudinal rolls)
(2_ k 2n)U+y co s- Gn hicZ h '  Cr gl =0 (4.1.10)
These are the only two cases in which the original set may be
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reasonably simplified. Fortunately these two "simplest" cases de-
scribe just those modes which we observe.
We must solve the appropriate sets of equations subject
to boundary conditions at the walls. For the experimental situa-
tion these are rigid and highly conductive. We must have
LL= vA/ - Av., T 0 ,t z - '/2 (4.1.11)
The reader is reminded that w, T and u here represent the complex
z dependent parts of the separated eigenfunctions.
The interpretation of the results is often aided by the
I /
energy equation formed by multiplying (4.1.1) - (4.1.3) by U ,r ,WVV
respectively and integrating over the entire volume of the ex-
periment, applying the boundary conditions where necessary. By
adding we obtain the kinetic energy expression
~ / 1,2 >L' >- cos - 5<
,a - a 2- 
<u
_ & . LIW *' 1>b <' VU,' + V Zy, -4 V .> (4.1.12)
Brackets denote the average
1/2
In view of the separation of variables, the energy equation can be
written in terms of the z dependent parts alone, with the horizontal
average being taken over one spatial cycle. The forms for numer-
ically calculating the terms in equation (4.1.12) are rather dif-
ferent for the two types of orientation. We list the exact formulae
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used in these calculations in Appendix 1. Equation (4.1.12) states
that the rate of increase of kinetic energy is equal to the sum of
the conversion of upstream potential energy, the conversion of
cross-stream potential energy, the transfer of mean kinetic energy
to eddy kinetic energy, and the dissipation by molecular viscosity,
represented by the four terms on the right hand side respectively.
If
COSS' /,A- '>-- siS<v'T'>
is large, shear forces dominate and we call the motion a shear in-
stability. If this quantity is small, buoyancy dominates, and the
instability is called convective.
There is also a thermal energy equation formed by mul-
/
tiplying equation (4.1.4) by T and integrating as before. It
states that potential energy gaina <- 2/a"> is generated by
transfer from the mean upstream potential energy - , T >
by transfer from the mean cross-stream potential energy
- a 'TTz and is destroyed by diffusion - <T). We used
this primarily as a check on the convergence of the numerical
schemes for certain test cases.
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4.2 Simple analytic solutions.
The instability equations in general have few simple so-
lutions. The mean fields are largely non-linear and depend on the
parameters R , ,and h in a complicated fashion. In this section
we consider solutions in the conductive region, the region where
for our h = .04 or .027, if R cosS4 C) ,
and
6
A slightly different form for 1 is obtained if we require that the
mean velocity satisfies free boundary conditions. This is one of a
general class of base flows we consider in this section with the
form
- Az+ Gz
In the conductive region there is no upstream gradient of temper-
ature so the L perturbation equation is not needed and (4.1.7) and
(4.1.8) suffice alone to determine the stability.
For the longitudinal modes then, with k = 0,
2
S (4.2a)
-- + - 0 (4.2b)
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These are just the equations for horizontal parallel plate convec-
tive instability with g replaced by tsMS . From Pellew and
Southwell (1940) we know neutral stability occurs with 6) r = 0
and we recognize that solutions here are exactly those of the hori-
zontal problem at the reduced critical Rayleigh number introduced
earlier,
/ (4.2.3)
Being longitudinal these modes do not interact with the mean shear,
nor do they feel any turning effect of the sloping boundaries.
For S " .20 these latter two effects are apparently
stabilizing for we do not observe any transverse convective modes
there except at $= . To try and understand these effects we
did a calculation for small tilt angles (.( S near 90*), for trans-
verse perturbations which satisfy free boundaries, T = w = d
2
w = 0
at z = ±1/2, and which at onset have .O,= 0. The actual details of
the solution are in Appendix 2. Here we only quote the general
method and the interesting results.
What is done is essentially to take (4.1.7) and (4.1.8)
with ,= o =0 and expand solutions in a power series in C
( o(= ST/ 2 ). Of course, the critical parameter RO is expanded
also,
" (4.2.4)
IIYLNIMIIWIIN IO I IA ifili llii giI
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The 0(1) equations are quite naturally those for horizontal con-
vection, so nao = 657. The solvability condition for the 0(0()
equations requires Ri = 0, as would be expected from symmetry
since the result should not depend on which end of the tank is
raised. The correction Ra is found to depend on the Prandtl
number and on the mean velocity field which can be summarized at
this order by
Y 4A 4 313 (4.2.5)
The critical Rayleigh number to order O( is found to be
9O 02 fVSq- (S.q - .&S2)Y4 (f4-.Q 2)65r P k r Pr Pr2 (4.2.6)
a]
2
The first correction term (.445o( ) can be traced back through the
calculation. This term arises from the effect of the sloping walls
alone in modifying the zeroeth order solution. Since the 0( L )
series for the longitudinal modes is
(just the leading term in 1/sin ' ), the slope acting alone de-
stabilizes the flow. The second term arises from a combination of
shear and tilt buoyancy, and its effect depends very much on the
nature of the basic profile. The last term involves the mean shear
alone and it is seen that no matter what values of A and B are used,
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the shear alone stabilizes the transverse modes. Any general cubic
- 3
profile Ll= AZ+ 2 taken alone, increases the critical Rayleigh
number.
a
Although the total effect involves all three 0(o( ) terms,
for the profiles we have here the second is most important. For a
base flow calculated with free boundaries Y = -.45 and for one with
rigid boundaries Y = -.11. In both of these cases the second term
is positive and dominant over the third. In both cases transverse
modes are more stable.
This need not always be the case. Since the second term
can be negative, a small angle of tilt accompanied with an appro-
priate basic flow can make the correction term in (4.2.6) negative.
A simple example is the free boundary solution with a superimposed
positive shear,
wherein
and R
The stability of the transverse modes depends on Pr as well as on
the velocity profile. From (4.2.6) we can say that transverse waves
will be the most unstable if, approximately,
- IIYIIIIYIIIIYYIIIYIIIYIIIIIIYYY IYIIIYYIIIII II Illi
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y! ( j 6L9. 68a/Pr 2), ;4..7
r P (4.2.7)
An orientation diagram based on this expression is shown in figure
4.1. As long as Y is negative, longitudinal modes are almost al-
ways the first to go unstable, but if Y is positive, transverse
rolls are selected for a wide range of Prandtl numbers. It has
been thought from sheared horizontal convection work that shear
tends to inhibit all but those modes with phase fronts parallel to
the mean velocity. From the present results we see that a small
tilt can alter this picture considerably.
For a fixed Y the Prandtl number dependence for the trans-
verse mode correction is small, and it is only important for <<i.
This is typical of convective flows where the fluid behaves as if
the Prandtl number were infinite even down to Pr of order one. For
the conductive profiles (y = -.45 or -.11) it is seen that trans-
verse modes for air (Pr = -. 71) are a little more unstable than
those for water (Pr = 6.7).
On the basis of this expansion we have found that the
instability of the conductive profiles near Cx = 0 takes an orien-
tation which is determined primarily by the shear flow and tilt
buoyancy combined. This is only a stability analysis, we have not
asked whether or not the most unstable mode can exist in a non-
linear equilibrium state. I believe this question would be rather
LONGITUDI NAL
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Figure h.l Orientation diagram for netrally stable motions with free
boundaries.
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TRANSERSE
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H
L
Figure 4.2 Approximate results showing the relative influence of
tilt and sidewall effects on the orientation of the
instabilities.
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complicated. The structure of the linear modes is already quite
complex. Further, no attemnt has been made to establish the con-
vergence of the expansion. From symmetry R3 = 0, so the next
4
correction is 0(CX ). We assume that for small enough C( , equation
(4.2.6) is accurate. Indeed for .1 < P < 10, if C(< %50, ther
0(CY) correction to the first order temperature field is indeed
small.
There is one other point to be made with these solutions.
Lateral boundaries are thought to have an effect on the selection
of plan-form in the horizontal Y= 0 case. Segal (1969) discusses
this effect for free boundaries. It is interesting to compare the
relative strengths of lateral boundaries and tilt in selecting a
plan--form. We do this by simply superimposing the corrections to
the critical Rayleigh numbers. This is necessarily a crude approx-
imation since it assumes that the two processes operate indepen-
dently. We find, using Segal's result and (4.2.6) for P > 1 thatr
---- =. 1 -3. - . & D
Rao for transverse modes,
and
Rcs_- + • .2 , 6 0L / for longitudinal modes.
The line separating the two orientations is found by equa-
ting the two above expressions. Figure 4.2 shows the resulting
orientation diagram. For example in our experiment (which has rigid
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H L
boundaries so the theory does not rigorously apply) L 2, D20
so transverse modes will be preferred below about 4° . Actually the
transverse modes are observed to disappear at about Of = 10. This
lower cutoff is probably to be expected from the fact that the end
regions where the transverse modes are found are also the turning
regions for the unicellular circulation.
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4.3 Numerical Method of Solution
It was clear from the difficulty encountered in solving
even the simplest case with free boundaries that in order to obtain
a stability theory which could be realistically applied to the ex-
periment, more sophisticated methods would have to be employed.
The stability problem described by equations (4.1.7) to (4.1.11)
with rigid boundaries is solved by converting the original differ-
ential equations into a matrix eigenvalue problem. This is done
through the use of the so-called Galerkin method. In this tech-
nique the solution of a differential equation
L (U)- 0
is sought as a series
in which each satisfies the boundary conditions applied to
U in a region $ . )must also form a complete set of orthogonal
functions. Since the only function which can be identically zero
over the domain of the complete set is a function which is ortho-
gonal to every member of the set, the determination of the coef-
ficients A is made by requiring that L, the function we want ton
be zero, be orthogonal to all . So we obtain
S, (4.3.1)
If the operator is linear, eqn. (4.3.1) becomes an infinite set of
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linear algebraic equations which can be solved by matrix methods.
For more than one differential equation the formulation
is just the same, except that each differential operator is made
orthogonal to its associated trial functions. Consider the trans-
verse waves, governed by (4.1.7) - (4.1.9). We expand
n=T= Z Q hlh
T~
and
Cs, z-E cos w.
(4.3.2)
(4.3.3)
n o0a
YyJ (, I AN
O - ' ySz _ sinJz Y even
The functions E and 0 are orthogonal, complete, and even and odd
n n
respectively. h and , are chosen such that E = 0 =/ on n I az
--- 0 t z -
IZ
These statements are amplified in Appendix 3.
We take cos nfz for n
S =
n
sin nrz for n
This set S is known to be complete. The boundaryn
T are satisfied exactly since S = 0 at z = ± 1/2
nAfter eliminating between (4.1.8) andAfter eliminating IL between (4.1.8) and
odd,
(4.3.5)
even.
conditions on
(4.1.9) we put
/
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the truncated N-term expansions into (4.1.7) and (4.1.8), We then
multiply the resulting equations by Y and S respectively and in-
m m
tegrate from z = - 1/2 to z = + 1/2. We end up with the matrix
equations
[A, A.Z+ @8 t I= F ] (4.3.6)
[E i k]g=-[C1 iC2 +b
(4.3.7)
where we have defined,
IMh -'/2A, -
C - y s.' s,
-C S,,S,
Q0.n 7 Y.
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There are many integrals which need to be calculated.
The ones which do not involve the mean fields can be calculated
ahead of time (see appendix 3). Since the profiles (2.2.18) -
(2.2.19) involve the parameters Ra, , and h in a non-linear
fashion, the integrals over these mean fields have to be calculated
for all combinations of m and n for each test R ( g and h fixed).a
This is done numerically by use of Simpson's rule with a one-
hundred point mesh from z = 0 to z = 1/2.
Because the basic flow has odd symmetry the complex ma-
trixes of (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) can be converted by a generalization
of a method of Gallagher and McD. Mercer (1965) into a matrix in
which all the elements are real except for the eigenvalue LO. We
note that A,1B , C, D , E , and F all have zero elements for
n + m odd. A , C and K all have zero elements for n + m
even. As it standsA = A, + is complex, but if we transform
the coefficient column vectors
A= Ta , b ,T6
where
T o .
o 0
I Fwe get A4A BT I]-r6
and E4 k}Ta 'IC, + iC, w DI T .
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If these last two equations are left multiplied by T', the conju-
gate of , the matrices kA2 zi, i C are converted
into real matrices with zeros in positions where the elements of
A, B , ID and E are non-zero.
The other matrices are unchanged, eg. TB1 = B Hence
(4.3.6) and (4.3.7) become:
TA- iwBh'~ H 3
[ C= Vw p6
(4.3.8)
(4.3.9)
A A, + QAz
C C, QCZ,
H F +QG,
R- E - Qk, Q = -tr1 ,
are all real.
This is converted into the typical form for eigenanalysis
-1 -1
by premultiplying (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) by 3 and D respectively.
Thus, we have the 2N x 2N equation
A-I
-DR
DR
-BH
DC-/KI
-O
(4.3.10)
where
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for the transverse modes, where,
) - -_ W ) (4.3.11)
The equations for the longitudinal modes are obtained in
a similar manner. We now have 3 differential equations: (4.1.7),
(4.1.8), and (4.1.10). We expand
- E C, S, (4.3.12)N
since S satisfies the conditions u = 0 at z = - 1/2. We substi-
n
tute this series in (4.1.10), multiply by Sm, and integrate as
before. With k= 0 for the longitudinal modes the terms are all
real except those which involve the eigenvalue CO , so the matrix
transformations used for the transverse modes are not needed.
The matrix equation for the longitudinal modes is
AT A-i -BF o
DE 6o- M 0 (4.3.13)
-I- -IID N P Pr 0 P: Pr-DC,-
The new matrices are defined as;
~1m 1~~jSMSh Az,
-'G;
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Cos V.
Eqn. (4.3.13) is a 3J 3t matrix.
We have converted the original stability problems for
the perturbations into two matrix eigenvalue problems with real
coefficients. The conversion to real coefficients can be accom-
plished with any base flow which has odd symmetry. This is con-
venient in the numerical solution of the eigenvalue problem, but
the basis for this method is the convergence of the Galerkin method
with truncated expansions. Do the solutions represented by N-term
expansions converge to the true solution? The imposed orthogonality
condition is a necessary condition for solution, but is it suffi-
cient? This question seems to have been overlooked by most authors
using this method. Mikhlin (1964) has proven convergence for a
quite general higher order differential equation, but I have had
some trouble adapting this proof to a system of D.E.s where the
variables have different fields of definition. We discuss this
point further in Appendix 3.
With the absence of a theoretical criterion, convergence
must be tested empirically. This is done by generating a solution
for a fixed set of parameters while increasing N. We suppose that
the solution is accurate if
1) +- >N--O , the eigenvalue converges,
2) The coefficients of the eigenfunction converge, and
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3) The energy distribution balances.
These criteria are not all satisfied simultaneously.
Sometimes the eigenvalue converges, but the energy does not bal-
ance until a larger N is used.
The eigenvalue problem posed by (4.3.10) and (4.3.13)
can be solved in a variety of ways. In general we fix N, h, Pr and
. We choose Ra and calculate the necessary integrals involving
the mean fields. For a set of wavenumbers, k, the matrix is cal-
culated and the eigenvalues found by a scientific subroutine sup-
plied by IBM. We sort the N eigenvalues for the most unstable
modes. If COi changes sign between two values of k, the value for
which O;= 0 is found. These calculations give us
(U , ) 1 0- = 0(4.14)
which is the neutral curve for the most unstable mode. There are
N - 1 other modes, but these presumably do not occur experimentally
because they are more stable. The minimum critical Rayleigh num-
ber (or 2 ) is found by iteration.
The above method is not necessarily the most straight-
forward. For some modes it is suspected (from the experimental
results for example) that Or.= 0. This is true of the longi-
tudinal modes and of some of the transverse modes. If we then
look for neutral stability ( W0 = 0) we no longer have an eigen-
value equation. The neutral curve
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is found as the zeros of the residual determinant of either matrix
(4.3.10) or (4.3.13). This calculation is shorter than the eigen-
analysis. One can of course go back and make sure the O),= 0 mode
is the most unstable. The longitudinal modes with tOJ=0 separate
into non-combining even and odd parts, as can be seen from the
structure of the governing equations. This is not true of the
transverse modes. The determinant of (4.3.13) then factors into
the product of two determinants of half-order, one factor for the
even solution (Y1 3  .. , ,s.. ) and one for the odd solutions
(Y S
(Y S.,S , ) . The numerical calculation is considerably re-
duced. In these cases where 60 is zero either R or S becomesa
the eigenvalue, the latter when a--- is very large. Convergence
is then tested by raising the order of the expansions N, until cor-
rections to R or to become small. The energy and eigenfunction
a
criteria are also used. We shall comment on the accuracy of the
solutions in the succeeding sections where the different regimes are
discussed in detail.
These stability calculations involved a large amount of
computer time. Hence we have confined our theoretical work to
those cases (Pr' h, etc.) which are most directly connected with
the experiments. For example, we did not investigate the beha-
vior of the solutions at Rayleigh numbers that were orders of mag-
nitude above the critical Rayleigh numbers obtained experimentally.
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In some cases we did consider P = .71 (air), since this fluid hasr
been used in some horizontal and vertical experiments. We assume
the empirical curves for are similar for air and water.
Figure 4.3 contains the critical (neutral) curves for
Rayleigh number as a function of S . The solid line is for h =
.0001 which effectively means that the base flow corresponds to
the conductive solution for all R . The dashed curve is for h =
a
.04. It is seen that almost all of the lowest or most unstable
modes are stationary. The only travelling disturbances are for
the larger aspect ratio, the larger Prandtl number, and exist only
near = 0. Away from this region the longitudinal instabilities
( k = 0) are the most unstable. The remaining stationary trans-
verse modes fall basically into two categories. Near S = 90 ' they
are convective, the perturbation deriving most of their energy from
the unstable temperature field. These are the rigid boundary equi-
valents to the transverse modes discussed in section 4.2 for free
boundaries. However for S < 600 these perturbations derive their
energy primarily from the mean shear in the center of the channel.
The dynamics and behavior with P in this region is quite differ-r
ent from that nearer horizontal tilt.
It is convenient to discuss the details of the various
types of solutions separately, with due regard to the total pic-
ture presented in figure 4.3 as to how they all fit together. We
first discuss the modes we do not observe experimentally, namely
MMUMIU141,1101
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the class of transverse stationary modes. Why are these damped?
Section 4.5 considers the transverse, stationary shear modes. Why
do these modes exist for P = .71, h = .04 and not for P = 6.7r r
at the same h? The nature of the transverse travelling waves are
discussed in 4.6. The calculations for these modes were the most
time-consuming since the additional parameter W-r had to be deter-
mined. In section 4.7 we discuss the longitudinal modes. The dy-
namics of these modes are first demonstrated with a simple free
boundary model, then the complete rigid boundary solution is dis-
cussed. Finally, section 4.8 discusses the theory in terms of the
experimental data.
I
I'
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Figure 4.3 Critical Payleigh numbers for the onset of infinitesimal
diiturbances. The solid lines are for the conductive limit.
The dashed line has h=.04.
-90
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4.4 Stationary, transverse, convective modes.
We begin by discussing the behavior of the solutions in
the convective region 90 >- S> 60'. For > 150 the longi-
tudinal modes become unstable at
17 0EaR I? * (4.2.3)CL sins
For these angles the Rayleigh number is always small enough that
= 0 and so that the temperature field remains linear in z. In
order to calculate the neutral stability curves for the transverse
modes we have to find the zeroes of the determinant of eqn. (4.3.10)
with \ 0 (stationary modes). The roots of this 2N x 2N deter-
minant were found numerically on the NCAR CDC-6600 computer. Using
the convergence tests outlined in section 4.3, a value of N = 8
was sufficient to insure accuracy in the critical values of R
a
( S' Pr' h), and k2 ( ', Pr, h) of 1%, along with energy conver-
gence of the same order. In fact the calculations were made with
N = 12. The processing with the 24 x 24 determinants took about
30 seconds to obtain a curve of R vs. k for fixed , Pr and h.
a 2 r
We have solved the complete eigenvalue problem for certain test
cases in this region to show that in fact the most unstable mode
has 6O,. = 0. The lowest value of P(k,) is plotted as a function
of S and Pr in figure 4.4. This calculation was done for h =
.0001, but it should be noted that since the Rayleigh number is
relatively small for these modes is zero and the results would
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be identical for small finite h (eg. .04). It is seen that for
both Prandtl numbers the transverse convective modes are consider-
ably more stable than their longitudinal counterparts, which inci-
dentally are independent of P since they do not interact with the
shear or the upstream buoyancy.
It is seen also that the lower Prandtl number case is
the more unstable of the two transverse cases. This is the same
dependence that was predicted in the free-free calculations. The
wavenumbers are found to be 3.04 ±1% independent of angle. The
reasons for this behavior and for the stabilization becomes appar-
ent when we consider the kinetic energy balance for these modes.
These are calculated by finding the eigenvector which corresponds
to the most unstable mode and using the formula for the energy of
Appendix 1. Table 4.1 contains the result for these modes.
We have defined
e = dissipation = , (4.4.1)
e, = upstream conversion = coS' WT->, (4.4.2)
ec = cross-stream conversion = sin (< T > (4.4.3)
E = transfer from mean velocity = -Gr 4,W)Uz. (4.4.4)
The longitudinal modes all have the same energy distri-
bution as the = 900 case. The only kinetic energy generation for
them is through the action of the cross-stream buoyancy force. At
= 780 and S= 660, Pr= 6.7, it is seen that some small part
of the kinetic energy of the transverse modes is actually supplied
. .........- -HUM I Jj l l llil
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TABLE 4.1
Energy balance for stationary, transverse, convective modes.
Ra Pr h e e e e
1708 90 6.7 .0001 -1.0000 0.0 1.000 0.0
1849 78 6.7 .0001 -1.0000 -.0239 1.0239 .0005
3350 66 6.7 .0001 -1.0000 -.2241 1.2222 .0018
5360 66 6.7 .0001 -1.0000 -.387 1.386 -.0018
1824 78 .71 .0001 -1.0000 -.016 1.003 .013
2063 72 .71 .0001 -1.0000 -.047 1.007 .040
2697 65 .71 .0001 -1.0000 -.107 .986 .119
from the mean shear. This is in marked contrast to solutions of
Ingersoll (1966) and others on convective instabilities in a plane
horizontal Couette flow. There, transverse modes were stabilized
by the mean motion. In our case the working against the upstream
buoyancy is the effective stabilizing agent. The mechanisms by
which these energy transformations come about are seen quite simply
if we look at the eigenfunctions.
Figure 4.5 shows the isothermals and the streamfunction for
= 900 and S = 780. At horizontal tilt the updrafts are ver-
tical and are associated directly with the maxima of the temper-
ature field. When the walls slope the updrafts still try to flow
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vertically, in the direction of the total buoyancy force. Relative
to the boundaries this means that the streamlines must tilt into
the mean shear. This is seen in figure 4.5b where the mean velo-
city field is up () the bottom plate and down the top. Thus
the natural tendency of the flow to be in the direction of gravity
causes the cell to take energy out of the mean velocity. The mean
shear tries to tilt the cells in the same sense as itself, but
since these are 'convective' modes where <V >is by far the
biggest energy source, the effect of buoyancy is dominant in de-
termining the shape of the streamlines. The damping is brought
about when a hot plume, in order to complete a cell, must move
downwards against the slope. Since the degree of shear interaction
is roughly inversely proportional to the Prandtl number, case
Pp = .71 should accept more energy from the mean velocity field,
and then should be more unstable than say Pr = 6.7. This shows
in the energy distributions of Table 4.1. At = 780, e is con-
siderably larger for Pt = .71.
The neutral curve for Pr = 6.7 increases as S decreases,
but for S near 66* the curve is found to be double-valued. At
fixed S, linearized transverse modes exist for only a finite range
of Rayleigh numbers above critical. This phenomenon is also seen
in the general neutral curves of figure 4.3. At increased Rayleigh
numbers the stability curve bends back towards the $= 90* axis.
Figure 4.6a shows plots of vs. k2 for fixed $ . These curves
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form loops, pinched in at the sides as higher modes become excited
and then closed as these become damped at higher Pa. Since some
of these curves close at high Rayleigh numbers, where the conduc-
tive base flow may not be valid, we calculated the same curves for
h = .04. These are shown in figure 4.6b. The rather odd appear-
ance of these is due to the onset of higher modes and to the non-
smooth transition between conductive and advective profiles speci-
fied by the empirical relation that was used for @ . Nonetheless
the cutoff is still evident. At the onset points (lower extrema
of the curves in figure 4.6) the cells tilt into the shear and the
perturbations receive energy from the mean velocity field. Appar-
ently, as the Rayleigh number is raised the velocity increases and
forces the cells to tilt away from the shear such that the transfer
term becomes negative. This is possible because at fixed S the
total buoyancy force remains in the same direction relative to the
walls, but as a is increased the velocity distribution becomes
more capable of shearing the convective cells. The kinetic energy
balances at S = 660 Pr = 6.7 reinforce these arguments. At Rc
= 3350, the onset point, table 4.1 shows that the transfer of energy
from the mean velocity-(u6wLis positive, but at P0= 5360, the
damping point, it is negative. If one looks at the contours for
these two cases (figure 4.7) one can see how the tilt of the cells
is reversed as the Rayleigh number becomes large. The damping due
to the feeding of energy into the upstream potential energy field
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is probably also important. This involves the phase relationship
between the isotherms and the streamlines.
In summary, transverse stationary modes for greater
than about 600 are much more stable than the corresponding longi-
tudinal modes. The damping mechanism is primarily the working
against the upstream buoyancy forces. For S < 600 stationary
transverse modes are still possible,as indicated in the continuation
of the W= k, = 0 curve of figure 4.3 past S= 0. These insta-
bilities have rather different energy balances, receiving almost
all their energy from the mean shear. They are discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 4.4 Neutral curves
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Figure 14.5 Contours of streamfunction (upper) and temperature with
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4,5 Stationary, transverse shear modes.
In this section we discuss the behavior of modes with
(0= = 0 which exist for less than about 65g. These are
essentially shear instabilities, getting most of their energy
from the mean velocity field. It is convenient to plot results
in terms of the Grashof number. Since shear forces dominate, the
effect of thermal diffusion will be small and the Grashof number
will characterize the instabilities rather better than the Ray-
leigh number would.
We have calculated onset points Gr (,Pr) ) and critical
wavenumbers by finding the zeros of the 2N x 2N determinants as
was done in section 4.4. Again 12-term expansions were used and
it was found that although the eigenvalues seemed to converge for
N = 6, the eigenfunctions (especially the temperature) and the
energy balance did not until a much larger value of N was used.
The neutral curves for the critical Grashof number are
plotted in figure 4.8 for two Prandtl numbers, with h = .0001.
Hence these results are for the conductive regime. The associated
wavenumbers are 2.79 -.04,independent of 8 . There is a slight
dependence on the Prandtl number which is most prominant for S > 0.
For S 0 the Grashof number increases with decreasing as one
might expect from the thermal stabilization.
From table 4.2 it is seen that for Pr = 6.7, h = .0001
some 80% of the kinetic energy of the perturbations comes out of
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TABLE 4.2
Energy balance for the stationary shear modes
Gr Pr h e e e eu c
7860 0 6.7 .0001 -1.002 .199 0.0 .790
7300 22 6.7 .0001 -1.000 .179 .084 .738
9511 -22 6.7 .0001 -1.000 .214 -.058 .842
8027 0 .71 .0001 -1.000 .060 0.0 .927
7558 22 .71 .0001 -1.000 .022 .103 .874
8046 0 .71 .027 -1.000 .061 0.0 .928
the main shear. For P. = .71 this figure is of order 90%. This
is the reason these modes are characterized as shear instabilities.
Several authors have recently looked at this stability
problem for S = 0. Vest (1967) and Vest and Arpaci (1969) find
that there is no ( 4.5%) dependence of the critical curves on
Prandtl number for P
. 
from zero to 10 . Their method was es-
sentially the same as the present one except they used smaller
expansions (less resolution) with N = 3. We have found a slight
Prandtl number dependence of about 2% which is in agreement with
the results of Rudakov (1967) who used the Galerkin method with
different trial functions and with N = 14. Indeed our Grashof
numbers at S = 0 of 7860 and 8027, for Prandtl numbers of 6.7
1111 1 -- ~
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and .71 respectively, are nearly those obtained by Rudakov. This
Prandtl number dependence is not surprising since there is a sig-
nificant transfer, eu, of kinetic energy from the upstream potential
energy for these modes. This transfer becomes smaller as Py-- 0
and we suspect that in this limit there is indeed no Prandtl num-
ber dependence.
We did attempt to calculate some solutions for P 1 = 100.
This attempt was unsuccessful, for although the eigenvalue existed
and G. did not change much as N was increased past N = 5, even at
N = 12 the energy balance was way off, and the coefficient b de-
scribing the temperature eigenfunction was still growing. This
problem may be numerical but it is similar to convergence problems
encountered by Rudakov for P. greater than 10. It may be that
solutions with the special symmetry properties that Vest looked for
tend to have more convergent series, or it may be that there is an
error in one of the integrals used by him (1967, p. 101-102, #30
and 34). In either case I doubt that there is no dependence on
as Vest indicates, although the present work and that of Rudakov
shows that this is indeed small, but perhaps significant.
The effect of tilt angle is also not zero. As shown in
table 4.2 there is some energy coupling ec to the cross-stream
temperature field. This stabilizes for negative angles and de-
stabilizes for positive angles. If these instabilities were com-
pletely independent of P. , and uncoupled to the buoyancy field,
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they would be governed by the Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The criti-
cal values would then be easily calculated as
G =  O G0 (4.5.1)
cos S
where Gre is the critical value at ( = 0. Eqn. (4.5.1) just
reflects the weakening of the shear which is driven by the upstream
buoyancy force. The symmetry about the vertical implied in this
equation is not at all apparent in the complete calculations of
figure 4.8, and one suspects that these transverse modes cannot
be thought of as pure shear instabilities.
Figure 4.9 shows contours of perturbation stream-function
and isotherms for two cases. The instability is centered about
the plane z = 0. The energy transfer is primarily from the shear
at the center of the slot. Since the base flow has odd symmetry
about z = 0, there is no preferred direction of travel for these
centered modes and one can see why they are stationary.
When we make calculations for finite h (h > .0001, which
was taken as low cutoff equivalent to h = 0.0) the base flows are
of course no longer independent of the parameters, in fact they
depend on M ( G ) Pr 3 ) . For h = .027, Pr = .71
solutions are exactly the same as those obtained for the conductive
regime at the same Prandtl number. At Pr = 6.7 no solutions were
found. This fact was verified for 450> j S > -450. Similar be-
havior was discovered by Vest (1967) who studied the problem at
MI.,.Yu
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finite h for S = 0. He stated that this absence of solutions was
probably numerical.
The situation actually has a real physical basis which
Vest has missed since his h were too big. We know there are solu-
tions for PR = 6.7 if h = 0. Figure 4.10 shows what happens as
we take successively larger (but still small) values of h at S= 0.
The critical curves Gr(kg) form closed loops with smaller internal
areas as h becomes larger. Linear instabilities are only possible
inside these loops and it is clear that instabilities can only
exist for a finite range of G, above onset. Indeed above h =
.0089 these stationary modes are no longer possible. Vest's first
finite h was .02 so it was natural that he did not find any unstable
modes.
This behavior comes about physically because the mean
profiles depend non-linearly on Pr and h. For these shear modes
the critical parameter is G, and since they are centered and
stationary, instability occurs when the Reynolds number near z = 0
is large enough. The profiles develop according to the value of
Gr Pr V1  , approximately, and it is recalled that the mean
velocity becomes more like two boundary layers with an interior
with no motion as this parameter is increased. For large G 2r P,
S - 0 as was seen in the velocity profiles of figure 2.5.
Since Gr is raised, the profiles develop at a rate proportional
to Pr1 . For large Pr instability will only be possible if h is
MI~ii l
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small enough. Of course these are rather crude physical arguments
which naturally cannot include all that is described by the insta-
bility equations themselves, but the predictions are consistent
with the numerical solutions. For small PR (.71) instabilities
can be found at larger h (.027), but for large P, (6.7) the in-
stabilities cutoff if h is too big. Pr enters in the stability
equations themselves, aside from determining the structure of the
mean fields, so the situation may be modified as P. is varied,
but from the present arguments I would doubt the presence of sta-
tionary shear instabilities, at finite h, for large Prandtl numbers.
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Figure 4.9 Contours of streamfunction (upper) and temperature for
transverse stationary modes with Pr=.7 1 , h=.0001 and
(a ) = 22 , and (b) $= -22*.
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Figure 4 .10 Neutral curves for stationary transverse modes with
P"=6.7 as functions of k2 and h .
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4.6 Transverse travelirng modes
The absence of growing stationary transverse disturbances
at a Prandtl number of 6.7, for h ) .01, suggested that we look
for travelling modes. These are expected to exist since they need
not be symmetric about z = 0 and can obtain energy from the mean
fields near either wall alone. In this case )=-i was the eigen-
value and was determined numerically from the solution of the matrix
equation (4.3.10) treating R , , P , and h as parameters.
Although we had used this formulation to check on the assumed sta-
tionary of the preceding solutions for various Pr and h, we did
extensive calculations of the travelling modes only for P, = 6.7,
h = .04 and .027. The calculations were done with N = 14 to insure
convergence and the large number of iterations required to deter-
mine curves R. ( k2 ) with 0; = 0 for each case (Pr , , h) re-
quired large amounts of computer time. On the CDC 6600, this amoun-
ted to about 4 minutes per case. For each case 16 Rayleigh numbers
and 16 wavenumbers were chosen and W0r and U)- calculated for the
14 eigenmodes. These were sorted to find the most unstable (Or
the largest) and isolines of 0, 1 ( Q, 2) and &O,( R. , k ) were
plotted using a fitting program and the CRT contouring program at
NCAR. The eigenvalues are believed to be accurate to 2% or so.
The contour program automatically plots 0O= 0 so that determination
of the neutral curve and the critical frequencies, wavenumbers, and
Rayleigh numbers is relatively easy.
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Since there was a relatively large expense of computer
time in calculating these modes, we have only computed results for
cases which actually show up in our experiments with water. This
involves between ±200. Travelling waves presumably exist at
other g but they are predicted to occur at conditions far beyond
those at which other types of modes, namely longitudinal distur-
bances, become unstable. Figure 4.11 shows the critical values
for wavenumber k. , frequency f, and Rayleigh number. For both
values of h the critical Rayleigh number increases as the tank
becomes more convectively stable. Also as negative angles are ap-
proached both the non-dimensional eigenfrequency f _ O, and wave-
number k. decrease. Since frequency decreases faster, the phase
speed Cp= "/k, decreases also. There is of course a comple-
mentary phase speed, with CP negative, for waves travelling down
the cold wall. For the values of P,. and h used these phase speeds
are slightly lower than the maximum velocities of the mean profiles.
These modes are not necessarily shear instabilities. The
kinetic energy distribution in table 4.3 shows that indeed most of
the kinetic energy comes from the conversion of upstream potential
energy. It is convenient then to call these instabilities buoyancy
oscillations. Because of the energy balance it is reasonable to
suppose that these disturbances will be affected significantly by
changes in the Prandtl number, or in the tilt angle (which essen-
tially changes the direction of the buoyancy force relative to the
Energy balance f
TABLE 4.3
or transverse travelling waves
Pr h
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
.04
.04
.04
.027
.027
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
1.130
.995
1.175
1.126
1.181
e ecI
0.0 -. 123
.118 -.108
-. 052 -. 127
0.0 -.122
-. 057 -. 124
mean velocity and stratification). The percentage change in the
critical Rayleigh number when 9 varies between -20* and 200 for
these modes is much greater than the change in the critical Grashof
number for the transverse stationary modes over the same tilt in-
terval. Apparently these buoyancy oscillations are quite different
from the transverse stationary shear instabilities of the preceding
section.
Gill and Davey (1969) have discussed this type of buoyancy
mode which occurs in the flow up a single heated vertical wall in
a stratified fluid. This flow is approximately what one gets along
one wall in the vertical slot provided Ra~ is large enough. They
also find modes which have I CPU U> , I and which are dominated
energetically by e . The authors have tried to apply their
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results to the slot problem. For P, = 6.7, h = .04, their criti-
cal Rayleigh number is approximately
Ra = 1.07 x 103
This is considerably lower than the available experimental results
including those in the present study. It is clear that the boun-
dary layer flow model, which takes into account only one half of
the velocity field and one wall, is not applicable at the values
of 9, P , and h, at which our instabilities are observed. There
may not be sufficient separation between the upward and downward
flows for the disturbances travelling up one wall not to be influ-
enced by the flow field and rigid boundary on the opposite side of
the tank.
Contours for our "two-wall" solutions are shown in figure
4.12. They represent the streamlines and isotherms for disturbances
travelling along one of the walls. Although the isotherms are con-
centrated along the wall, the stream pattern reaches clear across
the gap. The added damping caused by the stress on the wall and
by the effect of the reverse flow probably is why our critical Ray-
leigh number at = 0 of
Ra = 8.89 x 104
is considerably higher than Gill and Davey's.
Although it is not too clear from these contours one can
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see that for = -170, where there is a stable component to the
mean temperature field, the isotherms are concentrated against the
walls. The increased gradients of temperature which occur as the
stratification squeezes the instability into a thinner layer near
the wall causes the critical Rayleigh number to increase rapidly
as becomes more negative.
IYIYIIYIIIYI
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4.7 Longitudinal modes.
In this section we discuss modes which have k= 0 and
hence are oriented parallel to the X axis. These so-called longi-
tudinal modes were the type of instability which was observed in
the experiments over all but about a 400 range of S centered about
zero. Experimentally these disturbances were evident as stationary
rolls, so we concentrate our calculations on the case COr= 0. As
before it can be verified by numerically solving the general prob-
lem that the first instabilities appear with zero phase speed. The
stability problem was described in section 4.3. We must solve for
the eigenvalues of the 3N x 3N matrix in eqn. (4.3.13), or alter-
natively for the zeros of the residual determinant with 2 = 0.
The calculations were done on the M.I.T. - I.B.M. 360 computer,
which being considerably slower than the 6600 necessitated some
compromise between accuracy and computation time. The resulting
choice of N = 5 led to critical values of Ra and k. , good to
about ±3%. We felt that this would be sufficient since the exper-
imental data are probably no better, and since the base flows are
only approximate. Table 4.4 shows that the corrections to the
eigenvalues are almost zero for N > 2. Energy convergence is
not so rapid.
The longitudinal modes are interesting in that there
are many different stabilizing and destabilizing mechanisms in-
herent in the equations, all of which may influence the onset points
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TABLE 4.4
Convergence test for Pr = 6.7, h = .04, = -4 5*
N Ra k
I
1 2.72 x 105  3.48
2 1.48 x 105  3.48
3 1.48 x 105  3.49
4 1.48 x 105 3.49
5 1.46 x 10 5  3.52
for a specific set ( P, h, S ). So before presenting the results
which involve the complicated base flows and rigid boundaries,
we present a brief discussion of these mechanisms. The equations
for the neutral stability of the longitudinal modes were essen-
tially derived in section 4.1. They are obtained from (4.1.7),
(4.1.8) and (4.1.10) by setting k±=u 0 . We find:
(4.7.1)
(a T, IOL~ A(4.7.2)
( 1',"U + CoSi- GrVV Uz 0 (4.7.3)
The first equation states that diffusion of the longi-
tudinal vortices (e.g. the rolls) is balanced by the cross-stream
-~-~- -.-~
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buoyancy. Thus the only source of energy for the rolls (w,v part
of the instability) is the conversion from cross-stream potential
energy. Eqn. (4.7.3) states that upstream velocity u (and the
associated kinetic energy) is generated by the upstream buoyancy
(conversion of upstream P.E.) and by advection from the mean shear
(eddy transfer from mean K.E.). It is important to note that to
have these longitudinal rolls one must have
S2 iolS W'T cz = > (4.7.4)
- '/I-/- l
The correlation between w and T must be positive, a fact
which may be obscurred if the total kinetic energy balance is writ-
ten down. The energy sources for cross-stream and upstream motions
are rather different, but since the dynamics are coupled there are
many feed back mechanisms which can make the correlation between
w and T positive. These mechanisms exist primarily because the
temperature field can be generated by advection from either the
complicated cross-stream gradient T , or from the constant up-
stream gradient .
Consider an "updraft" with w > 0, generated by a positive
temperature perturbation T > 0. This will tend to generate vorticity.
How can the motion sustain itself? In the usual Rayleigh convection
problem the positive perturbation is regenerated by advection of
temperature from the unstable mean temperature field, - Ra V- .
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If TZ >0O everywhere no such regeneration can occur and the motion
is stable. In the present problem, however, the positive temper-
ature perturbation can be reinforced by advection from the mean up-
stream thermal field -u~ . Here , 0 so positive feedback
will occur only if u is negative. But the upstream velocity u is
generated by upstream buoyancy cos% T and by advection -~ , z.
Depending on the relative magnitudes of S , &, and this ef-
fect can lead to either stabilization (small 5 , small &r or L\< 0)
or to destabilization (large , large Gr with L ~A O,0). If the
parameters are right, shear generated upstream velocity can cause
longitudinal convective instabilities, even if the cross-stream
temperature field is completely stable. The longitudinal vorticity
is still driven convectively, but it is the mean shear generated
part of the total kinetic energy which allows regeneration. Natur-
ally with our complicated mean fields the solutions will contain
all the above effects in complicated ways.
A bit more insight is afforded if we blithely set -z
and LAZ equal to constants in (4.7.2) and (4.7.3). These are hy-
pothetical mean fields which do not satisfy the basic equations,
but if one now looks for solutions of (4.7.1) - (4.7.3) satisfying
free boundaries, a simple dispersion relation is obtained which
demonstrates certain features of the instabilities. With the above
assumptions w--u ~ -=cosmz satisfies the equations. The solvability
condition gives
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_
-?)+ k () + ) cs s) (4.7.5)
a)(b) 
_c ) Pra
The first term (a) represents the combined diffusion of
all four variables u, v, w, T and is always positive. It must be
balanced by a source of energy. In ordinary convection this is
attained through release of mean potential energy in the cross-
stream field. Term (a) is balanced by (b) and
a- (4.7.6)
For instability srs- t must be negative and the minimum critical
Rayleigh number is at k= which reflects a balance between
dissipation in 3 variables,-(n- kL ) , and the effective release
of potential energy, - k .
If ' > 0 term (c) represents an additional stabilizing
effect as upstream buoyancy generates velocities which must be re-
stored by the basic upstream stratification. If (d) is still small,
a wavenumber will be chosen which is larger than because more
efficient release of potential energy is needed to counteract the
additional stabilization which is independent of k .
Finally suppose term (d) is negative and all the others
are positive. This is the shear organized instability, or advective
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instability as denoted by Allan Faller (private communication)
who first suggested the mechanism to me in terms of a constant
gradient mean temperature and velocity model ( 9 = 90*). If this
term is primarily balanced by dissipation we find
a
P Pi * (4.7.7)
ULz-!EinS k
with a minimum at k= - . This instability selects a longer
wavelength because dissipation in 4 variables must be minimized.
The u equation is now coupled whereas in ordinary horizontal con-
vection with = 0, u is zero.
We have seen that in terms of an idealistic model wave-
numbers increase if the effect of is stabilizing and that they
decrease if not. We now consider the rigid boundary solutions with
non-linear T-, L and look for similar behavior. The trouble is
that it is often difficult to separate the various effects, mainly
because of the complicated behavior of the mean fields which can
be stabilizing in some layers and destabilizing in others. Much
can be learned by calculating neutral curves leaving different
mechanisms out. For example, since = 0 (h) << 1 it was ori-
ginally thought (erroneously) that could be set equal to zero
in (4.7.2). This would give a problem that is completely convective.
The stability or instability would be determined only by the exis-
tence of reverse gradients in -T (z). The effects of shear and
--- - 113~ 1114 I
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upstream buoyancy can then be estimated by comparing solutions
to the complete problem with those for = 0 in the stability
equations.
One other point is that eqns. (4.7.1) - (4.7.3) have non-
combining even and odd solutions. The even one is usually, but
not always, the most unstable since diffusion is generally less
for it.
Figure 4.13 shows the results for Pe= 6.7, > 0. The
solid curves are the critical Rayleigh numbers. For h = .0001 pro-
files are linear throughout and = 0. This curve is again just
M = 1708/sin . These instabilities have k = 3.04 for all S .
The curve labeled Y is the general case but with no coupling to
the upstream velocity field. This case is slightly more stable than
the pure conductive-profile limit and just reflects the growth of
a stable layer at the center of the cross-stream temperature pro-
file as M becomes large. Both these cases are much more unstable
than the solutions of the complete problem showdrfor h = .027 and
.04. Evidently energy must be put into the mean upstream (stable)
temperature gradient. The wavenumbers increase with Rayleigh
number as more efficient release of cross-stream potential energy
is needed to feed this transformation. Table 4.5 displays the
kinetic energy balance. The large amounts of conversion of potential
energy into upstream kinetic energy, <co Q , must be accom-
plished at the expense of increased release of mean cross-stream
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TABLE 4.5, 4.6
Energy balance for the stationary longitudinal modes
3350
33500
73700
100500
134000
167500
Pr h
30
11.3
19
18.6
17.8
16.6
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
e
u
.863
.797
.750
.787
.821
.838
e
c
.064
.010
.029
.028
.026
.023
eI
.072
.191
.222
.185
.154
.140
TABLE 4.6
341000
182000
167200
401000
26980
135000
5.125x106
-17
-26
-60.5
-81.5
-45
-45
-45
6.7
6.7
6.7
6.7
.71
6.7
25
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
.04
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
-1.000
- .225
-1.000
-1.000
.958
.861
.186
.018
-.043
.396
.923
.042
.084
.195
.280
.002
.136
.100
-. 001
.054
.623
.701
.268
.425
.050
potential energy, and hence the curves bend away from the = 0
axis. This reduces the effect of the stabilizing upstream
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temperature field relative to the unstable cross-stream gradients.
The picture becomes clearer when we consider the modal structure,
especially the distributions of T, w and u since these most clearly
reflect how the vortices are generated. Figure 4.14 shows profiles
of these variables along with the mean fields for P = 7.37 x 104,
S= 180. All the variables u, w, and T are cyclic in cosk,y so
the phase relationships shown hold for all y. The mean cross-stream
field T is everywhere unstable but more so at the boundaries. The
perturbation buoyancy is largest near the walls, and is positive
throughout. This temperature excess comes out of the unstable T
Evidently u is positive. The positive T generates it through the
action of the upstream buoyancy force. As a result of advection of
the upstream gradient by u the excess temperature is reduced.
Figure 4.15 shows the stability curves for P. = 6.7, h =
.04 and S<0. Curve (b) is for 3 = 0 in (4.7.2), curve (a) is
the complete solution. The critical Rayleigh numbers behave in a
similar way but the wavenumber curves are entirely different. For
case (b) instability is possible as a negative temperature gradient
develops in T- . This is necessarily a small fraction of the gap
so one would expect the associated wavenumbers to be large, as they
are. For the complete problem the wave numbers decrease markedly
as 8 decreases. This suggests that the direct convective insta-
bility may exist near S = 0, but that the shear coupled modes,
which tend to have smaller wavenumbers, may exist as the tilt tends
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towards horizontal. This is suggested also by the energy distri-
butions in Table 4.6. At low angles ex is small but at large
angles there is a large transfer of kinetic energy from the mean to
the upstream velocity. Again the modal structure shows the mechan-
isms more clearly. Figure 4.16 shows this. As opposed to the exam-
ple at S = +180 vorticity is generated only at the center of the
tank. The thermal excess that exists there for 9 = -170 comes out
of the advection of the crpss-stream component of the basic stra-
tification. The upstream velocity which is positive where T is
positive (via buoyancy) tends to decrease the central excess temper-
ature by advection. For $ = -600, the mean temperature gradient
Tz is nowhere negative, the cross-stream temperature field is
everywhere stabilizing. However, at these angles the effectiveness
of the upstream buoyancy is reduced and via the shear advection term
in (4.7.3) it is possible to have u negative where T is positive.
This means that the thermal excess required for the generation of
vorticity can be supplied by advection from the upstream gradient.
Hence for these large negative angles the shear coupled mode pre-
dominates.
The strength of the shear interaction is roughly inversely
proportional to the Prandtl number at fixed R~. One would sus-
pect that at low PR, the advective instability with its low wave-
numbers would prevail but at high Pr the shear would not be im-
portant and instability would only involve the reverse gradient in
I!111 11 IIPIIUIHIIH____
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F(Z) and would have larger wavenumbers. This is shown in figure
4.17 where we have displayed the results of calculations for four
Prandtl numbers at = - 450. In air (P = .71) instability
occurs at a low Rayleigh number with a long wavelength. At large
P. the instability may approach a condition which is essentially
independent of Pr, as it would if it became purely convective.
We actually have some experimental evidence which supports this
Pr dependence, obtained from overhead streak photos in silicone
oil.
TABLE 4.7
Some experimental data for 6 < 0
Pr 9 Ra k
c
6.7 -45 1.31x105 3.72
24 -45 1.52x10 5.28
Table 4.7 shows this data. The Pr = 24 experiment was rather
crude and the onset point is probably not too accurate. However,
the wavenumber dependence agrees rather well with that predicted
by the theory.
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4.8 Comparison with the experimental results.
Figures 4.18 - 4.22 contain the critical Rayleigh number,
wavenumber and frequency data obtained using the experimental tech-
niques discussed in chapter 3, Each plot also contains a solid
curve which represents the results of the theory. First of all it
should be noted that the theory successfully predicts the absence
of any stationary transverse modes for 890 . Outside of this,
I think that the general agreement is rather good, especially when
the complexity of the profiles and the approximations used to get
a reasonable baseflow model are considered.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the critical Rayleigh numbers
for S> 0 . The points for the longitudinal part of the h = .027
case lie right on the line, but I suspect this is a bit fortuitous,
at least for the vertical part of the data which was determined by
varying S in small increments. The error is of order .50 and
there always remains the possibility that the infinitesimal dis-
turbances might have onset points which are slightly more into the
stable (unicell only) region than the ones shown.
Figure 4.21 contains the critical data for 2 < 0. Gen-
erally the theory overestimates the onset of the longitudinal modes,
but the shape of the critical curve is reproduced with cutoffs near
the horizontal and vertical positions. Considering that these modes
are especially sensitive to the x-dependent part of the temperature
field (that part which perhaps contains the most dangerous approximation
"---- I'll',Y
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we have made in the theory), it would have been rather surprising
if the agreement had been better.
The theory underestimates the onset of the transverse
travelling modes by as much as 80%. Part of this may be due to
the difficulty associated with detecting these very weak fluctuations.
I would be surprised if the actual onset points for infinitesimal
disturbances were that much below the values from our measurements.
More sensitive detection might be effected by putting a sharp narrow
band-pass filter at the output of the thermocouple amplifier, using
the frequencies observed here as a guide. It is also likely that
the use of the parallel flow assumption and the neglect of sidewall
effects are not entirely valid for these modes. It is encouraging,
however, that the general stabilizing effect of negative tilt is
reproduced. Figure 4.20 shows that critical wavenumbers and fre-
quencies are in good agreement, even though they may have been
measured at supercritical Ra . The wavenumbers may not change
much in the range of R. from theoretical to experimental onset.
Since the frequency data is made non-dimensional by dividing by
c'06TD/ , increases in f due to the raising of a by 6T may
be cancelled out.
Figures 4.22 and 4.23 contain the wavenumber data for the h=.O
longitudinal modes. The error bars here reflect variations in in-
dividual roll wavelengths across the tank, which may be due to slight
non-uniformities or to the presence of sidewalls. They give the
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maximum excursions from the average (represented by the point) of
6 or 7 measurements. The theory predicts wavenumbers which are quite
consistent with the data.
We originally conducted the linear stability analysis in
order to understand the physical basis for the rather peculiar
behavior of the experimentally observed instabilities. To this
end our effort, especially for the longitudinal modes, was very
successful. To improve on this analysis would be very difficult
because one needs to consider a basically non-parallel flow problem.
Perhaps higher order corrections could be added to the present
solutions, incorporating a more realistic base flow To cxz )0
U0, (, z ) , but this looks as if it would be a very complicated
endeavour. If one wished to pursue the question of these types of
instabilities further, it would probably be easier to design an
experiment for which the present base flow model is exact, namely
by constructing a tank with a very small h and with walls maintained
at
lii',
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CHAPTER V
Supercritical Behavior of the Secondary Instabilities
Before presenting results for the higher order instabili-
ties and turbulence, I should like to briefly discuss how the infini-
tesimal perturbations observed in the experiments behave at super-
critical conditions. It is convenient to discuss the longitudinal
rolls and transverse waves separately.
5.1 Results for non-linear convective instabilities -
The onset of convective instabilities between horizontal,
parallel, differentially heated plates was essentially described in
1916 by Rayleigh. Only recently have we obtained an understanding
of the non-linear development of the secondary motions. Linear per-
turbations grow exponentially but as the instability eats away at the
mean profile it is often possible for a steady equilibrium finite-
amplitude motion to be set up. Various investigations have looked
at this problem theoretically. Malkus and Veronis (1958) used a
perturbation expansion in the secondary amplitude to obtain higher
corrections to the linear modes. They also adopted Stuart's (1958)
particularly simple energy equilibrium method in calculating the
amplitudes for the secondary motions. Further developments of the
non-linear problem include numerical solutions for 2-dimensional rolls
by Kuo (1961), Deardorf (1964) and Foster (1969) among others.
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Most of the non-linear theories involve the simplifying
assumptions of 2-dimensional axisymmetric disturbances. Experimen-
tally, the observed motions take plan forms which are strongly in-
fluenced by the geometry of the boundaries, variation of fluid proper-
ties, internal heating, etc. These plan-forms rarely are simple rolls.
Mori and Uchida (1966) recently produced secondary motions of this
type by setting up a Poiseulle flow between two differentially heated
plates. As we have seen the velocity field will stabilize transverse
modes and convective instabilities will tend to align with the mean
velocity. Ogura and Yagihashi (1969) have had some success with
numerical models of this situation. Since the Reynolds numbers of
the forced flows were rather high (Re 513), this experiment is
rather different from the ordinary convection problem. Since tilt
very effectively damps all but the longitudinal rolls, it seemed that
a nice way to get neatly aligned 2-dimensional instabilities would
be to run experiments at very small C . The effect of tilt on the
longitudinal modes would be small, but alignment would be guaranteed.
For example at = 20 the Reynolds number at Ro I.S Racrit.
is less than .1. The motions due to the convective rolls themselves
are rather larger than the mean shear velocities so that to a first
approximation the idealized situation of 2-dimensional parallel rolls
is obtained.
Unfortunately we were not set up for detailed measurements
of velocity and temperature fields within the rolls. I should think
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that convection experiments in air (a fluid for which adequate
probing techniques exist) done at a small tilt might come close to
the idealized situation. Since we wanted to obtain some idea of the
amplitudes of the secondary motions and perhaps say something about
the flow structure, we ran a series of experiments at C = 1.50.
Velocity profiles of the rolls were obtained by observing a dye wire
stretched across the tank at X = Z= o . There are several diffi-
culties with this method. This gap D is small so that we can only
make observations of dye lines over lengths only a few times greater
than the minimum line width. If we take a longer time interval between
dye emmission and picture, the dye will reach the turning regions
near the plate. Even so I think it is possible to measure velocities
to 10 or 20% in this way.
We were primarily interested in the amplitude of the longi-
tudinal modes as a function of R. Malkus and Veronis' calculations
for free boundaries imply that the amplitude C is given to 0 (a2 ) by
'/2
CL= (Pa- 6s'7)
Sis a constant determined by the solvability condition applied to
the higher order equations. For rigid boundaries the perturbation
solutions become rather complex and it is simpler, although not
necessarily better, to employ the energy method of Stuart to estimate
the non-linear equilibrium amplitudes. In this calculation the non-
linear solution is assumed to have the same shape as the linear modes,
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and an amplitude consistent with energy requirements.
The thermal energy balance requires
2+ a T\/ - 7T ):2
} is the total enclosed volume with insula
ductive top and bottom boundaries, T(z) the
and T the secondary motion variables. In a
balance equation gives us
(5.1.1)
ting sidewalls and con-
mean field, and vv
steady state the thermal
or denoting theseintegrals with an overbar, and integrating
or denoting these integrals with an overbar, and integrating,
(5.1.2)
Combining this relation with (5.1.1) we obtain for steady state,
2
0. W (W- )( )CIZ. (5.1.3)
S%- 1/2-
To complete the formulation we only have to specify w and T . In
the energy method this is done by neglecting harmonic generation and
assuming that vv and T have the same shape as the linear infinitesimal
modes, but with arbitrary amplitude a .
In our case it is sufficiently accurate to take
(5.1.4)
- --.
%/ = o sin % E,( ) cos k, x ,
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T= 02. C cosTz cosk,/ 5 (5.1.5)
with k,= 3.05. When these are substituted into equation (5.1.3) we
obtain a quadratic expression for the amplitude, which can be re-
duced to
= . /03 (a si -08) (5.1.6)
It is of particular interest to see to what extent relation (5.1.6)
holds experimentally and how reasonable the assumptionsit is based
on are. Namely, at what Ra do harmonics become important, and to what
extent does the "shape" of the rolls follow (5.1.4) and (5.1.5).
Figure 5.1 shows typical dye streaks for the experiment at
o = 1.50 Pr = 6.7, h = .027. The straight horizontal line re-
presents the dye wire, and the curve the leading edge of the trace
9 seconds after pulsation. Vertical velocities can be measured
approximately by dividing vertical displacements by the time inter-
val. It is noted that at the low Rayleigh numbers the motion remains
sinusoidal, but at Pa about 4 times critical the profiles begin to
become strongly jetlike with a predominance of the third spatial
harmonic forcing the updrafts and downdrafts into thin columns
(case (d)). This observation fits in very nicely with Kuo's non-
linear spectral solutions for 2-dimensional rolls with free boundaries.
He represented the stream function as a series with terms
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L(_C n) s/-n (,Pk, X ) Sin (n7Tr ) ,
where k, is the critical wavenumber for onset. With a similar
series for T he solves the non-linear equations for steady solutions
for various P0 and Pr . As Kuo states, for Pr = 10, "Even though
-V31 is a fifth order quantity, it becomes the largest higher mode
of the LI field for Ra : 3Pacrt. ". The temperature behaves in the
same way. Unfortunately he does not display any velocity profiles,
but I think our observation of the dominance of the third harmonic
has a sound basis in theory.
Figure 5.2 shows experimental data of the amplitude t
of the rolls (taken as the peak dye displacement) as a function of
Ra . For convenience we have plotted a. & vs. R - 1708
so that a direct comparison can be made with the prediction based
on Stuart's method. Thus, the solid line represents eqn. (5.1.6).
Agreement is quite good up to Rayleigh numbers 2 or 3 times critical.
This is consistent with the development of higher harmonics and the
resultant distortion of the fundamental which Stuart's method does
not account for. Because we measure the peak amplitudes, our measure-
ments necessarily reflect the additional modes. The energy equili-
brium method works rather better for predicting average quantities
like the heat flux, or in cylindrical Couette flow the torque, where
it is good to perhaps 10 times the critical onset parameter. For
this latter problem Davey (1962) has shown by using a more exact
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(d)
Figure 5.1 Tracings from dye streaks. OC: 1.5, h.O021. Starting from the
top 'a- 2436, 45h7, 7145, and 8445. The last trace has a peak
velocity of .02 cm/spc .
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Figure 5.2 Amplitude a in terms of Ra. Solid line is the theoretical
relation (5.1.3).
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expansion that, because the two aforementioned processes left out
in the energy method tend to cancel each other out in the required
averages, it appears to work up to quite supercritical conditions.
In summary one can accurately calculate the nonlinear
equilibrium state for two dimensional rolls using the particularly
simple energy formulation for R, < 4500. Beyond this the 3rd
spatial harmonic becomes large and the assumptions of the method
break down.
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5.2 Development of the travelling waves.
Near S = 0 transverse disturbances were the first in-
stability of the primary unicell. For Ra % Qcrit.
new modes with higher frequency seem to appear. The initial periodic
wave form from a fixed point temperature measurements does not change
its shape but rather becomes modulated. This is evident in figure
5.3(a) which gives the autocorrelation function of temperature at
) = y/ = O , z = -.4, in the hot boundary layer. There is some
loss of correlation with 0T because the two periodic signals do not
have sharp frequency distributions. Along the hot plate the wave
packet appears to move at about 4.2cm/sec., or in nondimensional
terms .003, which is greater than the peak velocity of the mean
stream.
If one looks at the power spectra of the temperature
fluctuations it is seen that the modulation is accompanied by the
onset of a higher frequency oscillation. In figure 5.4 we show four
such spectra at increasing Rayleigh number. We have not calibrated
the magnitudes here but it is the growth of the secondary peak relative
to the primary which is important. At low , it is almost insigni-
ficant but at R,= 4.6 x 105 it is even larger than the primary.
For this case the frequency spectrum is quite broad. Large amplitude
response is observed primarily where temperature fluctuations in
the two boundary layers are exactly out of phase. With a wider frequency
band phase relationships will become more complex and the resultant
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fluctuations will be more intermittent. This is indeed observed in
the records: at large R. , large amplitude bursts become more
irregularly spaced with relatively long periods of inactivity in
between.
I do not have a rigorous explanation for the higher frequency
modes. The linear theory for completely transverse modes with k, = 0
has no higher order solutions with OW. greater than the first most
unstable mode. Perhaps the higher frequency peaks are due to slightly
oblique waves with <,>> <, . Some of these were observed in the
plan view streak photographs at rather high R% . The stability of
these modes should be investigated.
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CHAPTER VI
Meandering
6.1 Experimental determination of transition.
The visual study with particle suspensiors indicated that
for positive tilt angles and with sufficiently high Rayleigh numbers,
waves or meanders could develop on the longitudinal convective rolls.
This meandering seemed to be triggered by some sort of instability
which was dependent on the tilt angle. Near the horizontal and vertical
positions rolls remain straight and parallel to Rayleigh numbers five
or six times that required for onset. At 450, however, the meandering
appears to set in at a Rayleigh number about 70% supercritical. Ob-
viously the breaking and subsequent unsteady motion is highly non-
linear with rather strong interactions but since the unsteady states
attained by the fluid seem to be closely connected with the meandering
we would like to understand the mechanism by which wavy vortices are
generated.
As a first attempt at this we have tried to measure onset
more carefully. This was done by stimulating a longitudinal dye line
running along y=z=0. Since the only cross-stream velocity in the roll +
unicell regime (away from the end of the tank) is due to the rolls alone,
the dye serves to indicate the orientation or alignment of the rolls. If
they are purely longitudinal, the dye line will be advected either up
or down uniformly along its length. If the vortices bend or become
wavy relative to the wire, the dye line will become sheared. This
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method is actually rather sensitive for detecting meanders. For
each S the Rayleigh number was increased slowly through the onset
of the longitudinal rolls and pictures were taken for the super-
critical regime at one minute intervals with the temperature differ-
ence coded on the photographs as discussed in section 3.1. Onset
was characterized by the appearance of waves on the dye line. This
was required to be a steady thing. Occasionally rolls would adjust
themselves and transient dye waves would appear, but this was not
taken as an onset point for the meanders which, once formed, persist
and eventually break.
Figure 6.1 shows a typical case. One can clearly see the
onset and the following breaking of the waves as the meanders attain
large amplitude. The data indicate that at onset the meanders are
stationary. Figure 6.2 summarizes the measurements of the critical
Rayleigh numbers and critical wavenumbers obtained by this method.
The observed wavenumbers are essentially constant with S although
there is a rather large range associated with these measurements due
to variations in the wavelengths along the wires. We find that the
wavenumber for the meanders , r , is related to the wavenumber
of the longitudinal rolls, kr  ,by
k r , .5 7 k , (6.1.1)
Meanders have also been observed in the longitudinal modes for 4 0
Recall that these had a wide range of wavelengths. However, it was
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found that relation (6.1.1) is also valid for these angles. The
critical curve shows that the meandering mechanism is most efficient
when the cross-stream and up-stream buoyancy forces are equal, namely
at 450
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Figure 6.1 Visudlization of the onset of meandering.
Pr= 6.7, h= .027, 8 = 300.
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Transition points (crosses) and critical wavenumbers
for the meanders. Dashed lines are from the results
of section 6.2 .
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6.2 Discussion.
The growth of the meanders is obviously a 3-dimensional
non-linear problem. There are mathematical techniques for looking
at such effects as developed by Watson, Stuart,and their co-workers.
The non-linear equations are usually expanded in terms of the small
time-varying amplitudes of a set of interacting modes. By separately
solving for the spatial behavior of the modes one can obtain a set
of non-linear equations in the amplitude functions, which can be
analysed for possible stable equilibria. The method is nice because
it can be made formally rigorous. In actual practice the determination
of the coefficients in the amplitude equations is very complicated
because the spatial structure of the modes must be determined. In
horizontal convection with constant fluid properties and a constant
applied temperature difference the spatial behavior of the linear
modes is particularly simple and independent of orientation. This
is perhaps why much of non-linear theory has centered on this problem
and why it has been rather successful.
In our problem what we would like to do is interact the
unicell ( U o ,-T ) and the longitudinal rolls with various transverse
or oblique convective modes which might lead to stable wavy vortices.
In the slant convective case it is very difficult to carry this out
because the structure of the oblique modes is so radically different
from the longitudinal modes and generally can only be determined
numerically. It is also seen that the meandering does not generally
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occur in the weakly non-linear region so that the usual 3rd order
series may not be sufficient for this problem.
Rather than get involved in complicated mathematics which
would be quite beyond the scope of this paper, we look at two ways
which the combined unicell-roll flow can become unstable to infini-
tesimal perturbations. The particular form which is thought to be
relevant for the meanders is steady Z -vorticity which for simpli-
city is taken independent of z.
The mean fieldc which are thought to be important are the
equilibrium y-dependent temperature field from eqns. (5.1.5) and
(5.1.6);
Ia 1. (Ra Sin- nDoS co9tcs
-c s n0 S ~- . Cos 11Z COSk (6.2.1)
and the y-dependent upstream velocity field driven by the above
temperature field;
Ur . 6 cos~ (R a sn - r708 ) CosTT2 COSkr/ * (6.2.2)
Ra sinS
In this section the subscript r refers to the roll component of the
mean fields. We now look for ways perturbation vorticity
:2
with
Lcan be generated in a manner consistent with the observations.
can be generated in a manner consistent with the observations.
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The first possibility is through shear forces creating
stationary disturbances on the velocity field (6.2.2). These are
governed by the Orr-Sommerfeld equation, which for the z averaged
;k x
LA., and periodic fluctuations ( - e ), is
(ii- co '7- ' L I-C (6.2.3)
The lateral Reynolds number is
e C TD 0 o- o6 ct (6.2.4)
for water. Since the mean field is periodic in k. it is reason-
able to look for solutions to eqn. (6.2.3) which are also periodic
with wavenumbers which are kr or integral multiples of k, .
It is easy to see that solutions which are singly periodic in k,
do not exist. We have not tried numerical solutions of this problem
but one can look at the magnitudes of the source and dissipation
terms by plugging in the observed values of 1.7, k 3, and
estimating derivatives q I- k,7 . Then
A_ k 0(25) (6.2.5)
The values of e for which the meanders are observed are typically
0(1). Shear forces may be too weak to initiate instability.
A
There is, alternatively, the generation of Z-vorticity
by the buoyancy torque.T • This exists here only because of the7y
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tilted geometry. If we neglect the mean velocity field entirely we
obtain,
4
4 ? - cos T O
(6.2.6)
and
T a ?X 0 (6.2.7)
Suppose we replace the sinusoidal mean field by a square wave
field constructed from the average gradient from eqn. (6.2.9). Then
one gets
6
V r + Y xy = O (6.2.8)
where
15.0 cot5 (9, sin o )'2 (6.2.9)
Periodic solutions in kr and k. exist as
for which
S-. (6.2.10)
Not only are the observational values of m and R consistent with
this but one can solve for the minimum critical R. Here this occurs
at
7(6.2.11)
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which, with k = 3.0 gives,
0 8 O sin( I r708 (6.2.12)
cos 2 S S,07
The dashed curves of figure 6.2 are from these two equations and it
is seen that the theory is fairly consistent with the observations.
However, this apparent agreement is a bit fortuitous. First of all
we have made no attempt to satisfy lateral boundary conditions. If
buoyancy acted alone in generating the meanders, the onset Rayleigh
numbers would be independent of Pr . This independence is not found.
Yet the smallness of the Reynolds numbers indicates that buoyancy
probably plays some role in generating the vorticity, perhaps in the
manner outlined above. Clearly more work is needed on this problem.
For example it will be important to determine the z - dependence and
the effects of the walls. In its simplest formulation one might ob-
tain a 2-dimensional linear boundary value problem that could be solved
numerically.
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CHAPTER VII
Flow Structure At High Rayleigh Number
In this chapter I will briefly discuss some observations of
the turbulent flows observed at high RQ . We originally took a set
of 3 - point temperature fluctuation records in order to get some
idea of the effect of slope on turbulent convection. The analysis
of this data proved to be more complicated than I had originally
anticipated. Time limitations prohibited digital processing of the
data, so that the results presented here are rather preliminary. We
shall try, however, to indicate how the turbulence is related to the
linear instability properties and to the meandering discussed in the
previous chapters.
Figure 7.1 shows some time average statistics from tempera-
ture time series taken by a single probe at X = y = 0 , Z = -.4.
The R.M.S. fluctuation amplitude gives an indication of the intensity
of the time dependent motion while the correlation time Ir yields
an estimate of the characteristic time scale for the fluctuations.
The curves presented here show that the behavior at S = 300 is rather
different from that for the horizontal case. The shorter time scale
and larger R.M.S. amplitude appear to be caused primarily by the
lateral ( y ) motions of quasi-longitudinal vortices. Elongated
plumes are released on a relatively long time scale, but are swept
sideways past the probe at a rather high frequency. This process
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is evident in the plan-view photographs and appears to be a highly
developed meandering.
The one most obvious characteristic of the tilt convective
tubulence was the anisotropic behavior. This would be expected since
for > - 10 °  the linear instabilities were oriented in the
upstream direction. It was seen how this motion became X depen-
dent as meanders developed. Yet for 1O < s 9 , the
typical wavelengths in the X direction, "A , appear to be
larger than the lateral wavelengths )y . Figure 7.2 shows the
relative anisotropy for various tilt angles as a function of Ray-
leigh number. The wavelengths were obtained from over-head streak
photographs with silicone oil, P. = 25, and with h = .027. At low
Rayleigh numbers, where longitudinal rolls are predominant, the
average ratio of )1 to Ny is very large. It drops off as meandering
develops or, in the case of g= 90° , as the effects of sidewalls
diminish. At high Rayleigh numbers the horizontal convection becomes
isotropic, but for tilt convection the "average" plume has an x/y
aspect ratio significantly greater than one. There are some data which
indicate that at very large Rd the influence of slope in elongating
the plumes is reduced. What effect does this anisotropy have on
the transfer properties of the system? It would be very interesting
to measure the spatially averaged heat flux for the slanted system
exhibiting convective turbulence, provided the effect of the primary
flow alone could be ascertained, perhaps by running calibration
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experiments at negative angles. Because of the turning regions the
present problem may not be the most straightforward for studying
slant convective turbulence. The measurements do suggest that the
eddies can be considerably changed from their counterparts at = 900
and one might reasonably anticipate a significant change in the con-
vective heat flux in more general systems.
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CHAPTER VIII
Summary and Conclusions
8.1 The basic flow.
Experiments were done in the differentially heated, inclined,
rectangular box. Temperature and velocity profiles were taken in the
steady laminar two-dimensional flow regime. At fixed Pr and with a
small aspect ratio k the form of the single cell circulation was a
function of P.* cos alone. Away from the turning regions the
flow could be approximately represented by
L o - . (Z, M) , (8.1.2)
with M -LO9 ( A S 'b /
For I > 700, blocking regions formed in the corners and the above
mathematical description ceased to apply.
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8.2 Instabilities.
The simple unicellular circulation did not persist for all
PC L , P and l . Our measurements of transition points and the
general agreement with the stability theory applied to (8.1.1) - (8.1.2)
suggest that there are 5 possible types of instability, 3 of which
are observed for our particular P, =6.7, V =.04 or .027. Stationary
transverse modes which obtain energy from either unstable gradients
of T or from the mean velocity LA are predicted to occur at Rayleigh
numbers considerably higher than stationary longitudinal or travelling
transverse modes. Longitudinal vorticity is maintained by buoyancy.
The thermal excess required to maintain the perturbations against
diffusion can be advected out of 7 (2Z) " ) or out of the X part
of T . In the latter case the mechanism is then independent of0*
cross-stream variations of the basic temperature field and can occur
even if these are entirely stable. The observation of rolls at negative
tilt angles support this interpretation. In a geophysical context,
longitudinal instabilities may be possible whenever there is a variation
of density in the direction of a vertically sheared velocity (e.g.
air flow over a boundary with a thermal step).
For 8 near zero the component of buoyancy in the cross-
stream direction is reduced so that longitudinal instabilities are
replaced by transverse travelling waves which receive their energy
from working on the upstream buoyancy force.
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One should note that the stability analysis of the approxi-
mate profiles can either underestimate or overestimate the experimen-
tal results. Since the profiles are quite complicated (e.g. inflection
points at variable distances from the wall) the use of an approximate
form can have different effectson different modes.
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8.3 Supercritical Motions
Before the onset of meandering the growth of the longitudinal
rolls is shape preserving up to Rayleigh numbers about 4 times super-
critical where the third spatial harmonic becomes evident. For
8 > 100 a second instability in which the longitudinal vortices
become wavy was observed. The form of the stability curve suggests
that it developes from a non-linear interaction in which the lateral
buoyancy torque is important. The meandering is closely connected
to the development of full turbulence, which was only observed for
positive tilt angles. The meanders break and an unsteadiness
develops in which plumes are elongated in the upstream direction.
The results suggest that slant convective systems may have consider-
ably different heat and mass transfer properties than the horizontal
or vertical counterparts.
The growth of transverse waves near = 0 seems to involve
higher order, perhaps oblique, modes. There is a sort of meandering
involved at these angles also. It seems that the development of
wavy vortices is a rather common occurence in a wide number of super-
critical flows (see next section), and should be studied more closely.
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8.4 Cylindrical Couette flow
The particularly detailed account of Coles (1965) describes
how longitudinal Taylor vortices form in cylindrical Couette flow,
how they become wavy (meander), break, and form turbulence. This
process resembles closely the sequence of events in the tilt con-
vective tank (see figure 1.7). The similar behavior is not too
surprising since it is well known that general two-dimensional rota-
ting flow (Veronis, 1967) are similar to two-dimensional convective
motions, or in particular that infinitesimal narrow-gap Taylor vor-
tices and convective rolls are governed by the same equations and
boundary conditions (Chandrasekhar, 1961, or Debler, 1966). One then
is lead to ask whether the meanders have an analogous basis.
The theories of Davey, Diprima and Stuart (1968) and Meyer
(1966) suggest that the Taylor vortex meanders with azimuthal wavenum-
ber 4may be a result of shear instability involving axial gradients
of mean azimuthal velocity. The long wavelength meanders have been
observed by Donnelly and Schwarz (1965), but more prominant in the
literature are wavy modes with meander wavenumbers one third or so
the roll wavenumber. In the tilt convection experiment shear forces
were though to be too weak to account for meanders with k~ k,/2
There, periodic Z-vorticity could be generated by the lateral
buoyancy torque at applied conditions consistent with the
observations. There is an analogous way of generating the necessary
Avorticity in the rotating case. If we think in terms of a rotating
t, vorticity in the rotating case. If we think in terms of a rotating
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reference system ( (2 rad/sec) the meander vorticity can be gener-
ated by the Coriolis torque
2 Luz
and the radial velocity (now analogous to the temperature) can be
re-inforced by Coriolis turning and by advection of the mean azi-
muthal + Taylor vortex velocity fields.
I do not wish to pursue the question further here. There
is again considerable difficulty in arriving at a tractable mathe-
matical problem. It is, I think, interesting that one can find a
physical process, analogous to the buoyancy mechanism, which may be
capable of generating periodic radial vorticity with wavenumbers
near those observed. Of course this mechanism is not a shear in-
stability in the usual sense.
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8.5 Thermohaline convection with shear.
As a second example we consider another buoyancy driven
system which is not commonly found in nature in the theretical form
which it was first postulated. Salt fingering was originally studied
theretically in terms of constant gradient temperature fields (stable),
salinity fields (unstable) and density field (stable). Motion was
possible because the low diffusity of salt, relative to that of tem-
perature, allows parcels to retain excess accelerating buoyancy (see
Stern, 1960). In nature such gradients are rarely set up. They are
usually time dependent, or accompanied by a large scale sheared
velocity field. In fact gradients are usually set up by advection
of one type water mass over another. Such situations must involve
shear. One then asks whether or not diffusively organized convective
instability is still possible. For the more interesting turbulent
state this is a question which will be more easily answered experi-
mentally. In slant convection, where transverse modes are strongly
inhibited, turbulence is still possible. Plumes are longitudinal,
elongated in the upslope direction (figure 1.7d). This suggests that
in a shear flow, general convective turbulence (which includes salt
fingers) will exist and transfer consituents (heat, salt, momentum).
It is interesting to note that shear and tilt tend to in-
hibit transverse infintesimal perturbations. One suspects that
shear will have the same effect on salt fingers, allowing a longi-
tudinal type turbulence at high Rayleigh numbers. In fact the
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stability analysis of sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 is easily adapted
to treat linearly sheared salt fingers. We ask what types of in-
finitesimal instabilities are possible on the following basic fields:
0 (8.5.1)
So q 7, (8.5.2)
Re
Lo Z, o Re = const., (8.5.3)
with rigid conducting boundaries at z =t 1/2 . The geometry of
this situation is shown in figure 8.1. The stability problem is handled
exactly as in section 4.3. The matrix equation is
-1 -1
D E D C->I o ~ -o
(8.5.4)
-1 -1 0
DE o DC- I c
where,
C P, C+ Q C,
and where we take
4D s^I .kr R. .6.7
The results from numerical caculations are shown in figure 8.2. Again
transverse instabilities are drastically damped by the shear but
longitudinal modes are independent of it.
Naturally full turbulence involves transverse variations,
so that shear may lower the heat (or salt) flux. Nonetheless one
~rIIIYYIIYYIIYYIYYYII1I111Uil YYI IIII YIII*
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should not think that shear, or slope, will inhibit turbulence, and
turbulent transfer of energy. The turbulence may be anisotropic, and
perhaps less efficient, but it still will exist, and will probably
be quite significant for the transfer of properties important in
geophysical phenomenae.
170A
2
Figure 8.1 Geometry and mean fields for the sheared thermohaline
convection problem.
100
UNSTABLE
LONGITUDINAL
STABLE
0 .2
0 .2
Figure 8.2 Neutral stability curves for two orientations. In these
calculations Pr 6.7, Ps= .01, and OAS/oAT .5 .
Z=-
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Appendix I - Energy equations
We derive the appropriate perturbation energy equations for
the various modes. We had the kinetic energy equation,
~ L (u +-.1 +w > = cos 4T + sing (w'T>
(4.1.12)
- G < t a s v' > -s e 2od e+s' 2e V Wha d
For the transverse modes we had
-i(wt - x)V (2) e
where
Also,
(A.1. 1)
=O ,
wz
The energy equation can be written entirely in terms of W
N
andT . Since T=. (b i. ) , the coefficients being
determined from the eigenanalysis, the energy balance can be easily
found. If the brackets average process is defined as
we' 
an 
' d
we obtain, with primes now denoting derivations,
(A. 1.2)G' W; E k= ec+ e + e I * e.
Vv'/ ) (Z? (2) + 1i V ()= (007 +;
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where: ,
e cos 2 dz[-Twt.' ,; ,
e, S (,W, , 11I + W " II
I , < ,W;W,-vW I Liz
For the longitudinal modes (A.1.2) continues to hold. However since
U is governed by a more complicated differential equation which
must be solved explicitly, we must alter the formulation to include
W
The various conversion terms for the longitudinal modes are now:
e, =cs tu .+u
1/2
The above integrals involve the coefficients A, T and C
of the eigenfunction expansion of and . The integrationsEk 1 U'W [.iY -C W" w" k2w )Z- z
-S LII) 2+ k1L j 1 2.
The above integrals involve the coefficients 41 ,) and CV,
of the eigenfunction expansion of Wv,T,and LA . The integrations
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then are just integrals over various combinations of Y and S,
Most of these were calculated for the stability analysis itself and
the additional computation needed to find the energy balance is
rather minimal.
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Appendix II - Solutions near =900.
As stated in section 4.2 we look for solutions to the sta-
bility equations near c= 0 which have
1. free boundaries
2. k,= 0
3. w=o
For this purpose we prefer to use the y vorticity equation
formed from (4.1.1) and (4.1.3) instead of the complex forms (4.1.7)
ff. The equations governing the perturbations are then with J
S In 0( V& L/ v U]cosoTx- sihoiT + vyP,.
sik~*~ Aa fJT ~ 2
(A. 2.1)
(A.2.2)
where we have written
LA AZ 32 ,
S - - .VX " 2
(A.2.3)
(A.2.4)
(A.2.5)
(A.2.6)
(A.2.7)
Near Xo =0 we expand solutions in power series of 0( ,
with
and
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Ro = R 
I - O/2 +"Cos o(=
sv d = c2(- /, .
At 0 (1) we have
- = 0
v'q~ R,0 LxKx
subject to (4% 7 1g 1 4 o, = 0 =t 2 '2
The most unstable mode is easily found (this is just the classical
Rayleigh problem):
k CoS kX cos -n- (A.2.11)
-f = -
0
(k 4 cos nz sin k
k (A.2.12)
wi(k'+7 T __ = 6S7 a k 2 = 772"2 .
At 0 (0):
V" q - z .I
(A.2.8)
(A.2.9)
(A.2.10)
( = oc * >0
with
g (A.2.13)
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41>o Ui O - Rsl (A. 2. 14)VT -- P 'b-V X1 .P.1T
Since LAz Z = 0 and 9t T y these combine into
S7) F2  Z  , 1 x, L- . (A.2.15)
It can be shown that a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a non-trivial solution to this inhomogeneous
differential equation is that
S o a = O (A.2.16)
and . 1 = O (A.2.17)
where is the forcing term, and ) is across the gap in z and
over one cycle in x. Applying these conditions to (A.2.15) we obtain:
.2'n
2- T (A.2 .18)
LYO and T are given in (A.2.11) and (A.2.12). The right hand side
of (A.2.18) is zero because ' is even, LA odd, andT even in z. Thus,ao
a= (A.2.19)
At 0 ( c' ):
P r x L , (A.2.20)
2 Pr
177.
(A.2.21)
or,
Pr
SRolvability cond tion specifies :
The solvability condition specifies
R1 (2 ~J )Ci % &%UTC - 0~71
--.
1 P 0
P,. ) O ?
(A.2.23)
Unfortunately in order to calculate 42 we need to know 4
and 7 . These are determined by solving (A.2.15) which may be
written
7 4 - R , Wz- (2 + c z )cit2 srnkx - a sinflZ Sknk
(A.2.24)
(A.2.22)
Cr (k +2 r)
where a = (  7z)
C =
slope effect
advection of vorticity
and temperature by
the mean field
v'2 T2 9ao '2 X-= ao Tvx -Ra YO( -
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The forced solution to (A.2.24) is found in terms of a
Fourier series. After some tedious manipulation we obtain
00
-.- 22_ Se I 1f( sir (p-I) /2
e v 2k (A.2.25)
s pinelp Z coskx Si "(p-1f/
Peven ne(A.2.26)
Here we have defined
ak.
P -
b e (qA 4 38- 48B(~.)
b 7I1 (PL-)
By condition (A.2.16) there is no free solution to (A.2.24). To find
,,- we put (A.2.25) and (A.2.26) into the integral expressiLon (A.2.23)
and perform the required operations. It turns out that only the first
terms in the P series are significant for the correction to the Ray-
leigh number. We arrive at
S. )Py Pr Pr", (A.2.27)
defines the effect of the mean shear flow and is found from the
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expression for b6Pwith p = 2:
Y= 9A+.36 .
In (A.2.27) we have set X=657 and k= 9/2 . One expects that
there may be a change in c associated with the correctin to the
critical Rayleigh number. We have not calculated this since it in-
volves the quite complicated derivative of R with respect to 1 .
Another point is that one can estimate the range of validity of (A.2.27)
by looking at the magnitudes of
_he _ _eo_ - r i_ _______
These are small if A - 50, PF 0(1).
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Appendix III - Some preliminaries for the Galerkin method.
The Galerkin method rests on the use of expansion functions
which satisfy all the boundary conditions and which are complete and
orthogonal. We use Y and S, defined as solutions of
-A"Y =
(A.3.1)
4-and zn e Y= O (A.3.2)
subject to
c =z
These functions are orthogonal
integrating. It is convenient
even or odd. We find
C os,./z
olYe./2
A* Z1= '/2
is easily seen by multiplying and
use solutions which are separately
cos ./2
for n odd
for n even,
for n odd
for n even.
cos nT Z
bjit
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The eigenvalues and ). are given by
t OX . /a ta n ,,/:I-- 0 ,(A.3.3)
C Ot'V )4 / 2 C- (f,,U 12~Q 0(A.3.4)
The Y are essentially made up of the functions of Reid and
Harris (1958). If ),,is defined to be . or U, as n is odd or even
respectively, it can be seen that the eigenvalues 'A, (and of course =
tri also) form an infinite ordered sequence with distinct eigenfunctions.
I now state a theorem which is a slight variation of one proved in
Mikhlin (1964) para. 31. The proof of the present statement is an
obvious modification of the proof given there.
Theorem: If t is a linear operator positive bounded below
which has an infinite ordered sequence of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions,
the set formed from these eigenfunctions is complete in the sense of
convergence in the mean.
We have only to show that the operators in (A.3.1) and (A.3.2)
are positive bounded below which means that if
LA&
Quite simply,
dA Z ''
---- , A o
-- ll
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and - S : =0
The theorem then assures us that the coordinate functions will be
complete.
It is considerably more difficult to show that the appli-
cation of the Galerkin method with truncated N term expansion yields
a convergent process for finding the eigenvalues. Mikhlin has given
a quite general proof for single linear differential operators with
the form
Tu +. -; LA -
(A.3.5)
The operator T is supposed to be factorable into two parts A 0 and
such that T = Ak. If kis bounded in a Hilbert space H Ho
(e.g. (k4, 4) ) < cos (4~,4) ) and if Ao is completely continuous
(almost degenerated), Mikhlin shows that TF is completely continuous
in [o and that the use of the Bubnov-Galerkin method in finding the
eigenvalues of (A.3.5) with =0 is convergent in the sense that
if ) and U are the true solutions then - I and 1 U, - U 1
tend to zero as h goes to infinity (not necessarily at the same
rate). If we had reduced our stability equations to a single differen-
tial equation in W the above mentioned proofs would apply. This was
not at all convenient and we dealt with systems of linear differential
equations with the form:
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v -- T = O (A. 3. 6)
We wrote the solution vector V = V. in terms of a sum of
function vectors 4 c, defined over a region such that
V. 0Vi = 0,,@
which can be written more simply as
The diagonal coefficient matrix is found by applying the Galerkin
orthogonality relation to (A.3.6).
If the vector V is of rank P , this equation results in
a PN x PN system of linear equations for the coefficients. One can
now work through the general proofs of Mikhlin with a vector instead
of a scalar function space. This technique almost works. The trouble
is that in our problem the elements of the operator T have different
fields of definition, namely various combinations of twice differen-
tiable and four time differentiable continuous functions. One may
indeed be able to prove that the Galerkin method must converge when
applied in this manner to systems of equations but at this time I
have no completely rigorous proof, nor do I know of any. Hence we
must rely on our heuristic tests of convergence, some intuitive faith,
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and on the experiences of other investigators in successfully apply-
ing the method to similar problems.
We conclude this appendix with a short list of integrals
necessary in the computation of the matrix elements. These were
obtained by hand analysis, but have been checked by numerical inte-
gration.
'/2
S/
Az
0
rMi n
YV -:V
n eve
(A.3.7)
(A.3.8)
o+%,erw se
1/2.
S- i1 Y,
- /2.
0 (n
2
-I ) i PWI
p'.4 ( 5,() or (')-2 o ' oh--)
,--k
(A. 3.9)
r even v
n~*on)i even)
'/2
-5 iSbA
S0
2 r
9 , - o , ()cos "
p:V1
(A. 3.11)
.5
At mr n2 T -
2-
0
- 2 n"
(A. 3.13)
coS % evenv
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o J
V"i 04j
I/2
(A.3.10)
dAS
gzL
- "2 (A.3.12)
- '/,
(mr*n) odj
i,, 
-- I
(n+m) even
-I p,(***-?#) O (,) sidL"-f)
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